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The House that
Jinnah Built

he Indian political party BJP’s MP Mangal Prabhat Lodha has urged the Indian government
to declare the Jinnah House in Mumbai “enemy property” and hand over the building to
the Maharashtra state. The legislator has, in fact, demanded that the former residence of
the founder of Pakistan be demolished. Coincidentally, the parliament member is also a wellknown and powerful builder. Lodha is quite unreasonable as to why the historic house should
be demolished. In his view, this is the place from where the ‘conspiracy’ of Partition was hatched
and Jinnah House is a symbol of that Partition. It seems the BJP MLA is not aware of the Enemy
Property (Amendment and Validation) Bill, which empowers the government to seize properties
left behind by those who migrated to Pakistan or China after wars. Since Jinnah did not leave India
in the aftermath of a war, the law does not apply to the Jinnah House. Anand Grover, a lawyer
in the Indian Supreme Court, has suggested that the Indian government could apply the Enemy
Property Act to the Jinnah House retroactively and legally dispose of the house as it would wish
to. Jinnah's daughter Dina Wadia, an Indian citizen, is also engaged in a legal battle with India
over the property. In her petition before the court she has stated that she wishes to spend her
remaining years in the house in Mumbai where she was born and where she spent her childhood
years. On the other hand, Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf chairman Imran Khan has severely criticised
the call to demolish the historic Jinnah House. He has instead called for a cultural centre to be
built in its place. The Jinnah House has been controlled by the Indian government since Quaid-eAzam moved to Karachi in 1947. No one in Pakistan is comfortable with the suggestions made by
the Indians and now it becomes the responsibility of the Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi to
step forward and play his role in preserving the historical heritage of the sub-continent. His antiPakistan rhetoric may serve him well in his political ambitions but now that he is well ensconced
as the prime minister of his country, it is his obligation to preserve the historical heritage and
discourage any distortion of facts.
The Jinnah House was built in 1936 on 2.5 acres of land and is estimated to be worth about
$400 million today. Also known as 'South Court' it was the main residence of Mohammad Ali
Jinnah until he left for Karachi. The house is historic for several reasons. This is where talks between
Jinnah and Mahatma Gandhi on the partition of India reached a turning point in September 1944.
On August 15, 1946, exactly a year before India gained independence, another round of talks
was held between Jinnah and Jawaharlal Nehru here. Jinnah is said to have been extremely
attached to the house. After he died, the house was leased to the British High Commission as the
residence of the Deputy High Commissioner between 1948 and 1983. In that year, the Indian
government demanded that the house be returned to it. Since then, Pakistan has repeatedly, though
unsuccessfully, requested India either to sell or lease it to its government for use as a consular
office. Jinnah House has witnessed history in the making from the time it was built to 1947. The
famous Gandhi-Jinnah talks were held at Jinnah House in 1944. The Jinnah House has immense
historical importance otherwise too. It is regrettable that Jinnah House was neither allowed to
be sold nor let to the Government of Pakistan for use as a diplomatic office but the proposal to
demolish it is simply preposterous. If the Indian Government has apprehensions that the place
would become a hub of political activity, this has not happened from August 1947 up to date.
According to Liaquat H. Merchant, the well-known historian, a Jinnah biographer of high
repute and also administrator of his will, Jinnah House should be declared an “India-Pakistan
History and Cultural Museum” which would house historical documents and information relating
to the struggle for independence from the British and cover the life and contributions made by all
Indian leaders up to August 14, 1947 including Muhammad Ali Jinnah, who was an outstanding
political leader and statesman and played a very important part in the struggle for independence
of India from British rule. Prime Minister Modi could play a lead role in this. Merchant is of the
opinion that demonizing Jinnah as a leader of the minority Muslim community who broke up
India into two countries is an absurd point of view as in 1946 Jinnah accepted the Cabinet Mission
Plan which envisaged one united India with provinces governed by representatives of the majority
of the population of each province and he was always labeled as the best Ambassador of Hindu–
Muslim unity. The blame, if any, for the break-up of India into two countries lies in rejection of
the Cabinet Mission Plan. It is also a fact that Jinnah invited Gandhi to visit Pakistan after August,
1947 and it is a matter of record that both founding fathers desired friendly relations between India
and Pakistan. It is imperative therefore that the common Indian must be made aware of the good
aspects of Jinnah’s political achievements in India. There would be so much more harmony and
goodwill between the people of both countries if politicians stopped attacking and demonizing
Jinnah. They must not forget that it was Jinnah who presided at a Congress meeting to welcome
Mahatma Gandhi to India when he first arrived from South Africa. Demolishing Jinnah House is
no solution to the enmities that have grown between India and Pakistan. Despite all the jingoistic
talk on both sides, efforts are still afoot to salvage India-Pakistan relations. It is certainly not being
suggested that the Jinnah House be turned into some kind of a commercial entity and money
should be made from it but, if nothing, it could become a India-Pakistan cultural or research centre
and, besides putting history in the right perspective, it could serve to put back on rails the IndiaPakistan Peace Process or what is left of it.
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was re-launched in 1997 as SouthAsia.

Syed Jawaid Iqbal

EDITOR’S MAIL

Poor
Governance

the Supreme Court again
that has stepped into the
government's shoes, clearly
indicating the state of poor
governance in the country
where the government
exists only to serve its own
needs.
Jameel Khan Afridi,
Kohat, Pakistan.

Hindu
Theocracy

This is with reference to
the national census. Allama
Iqbal defines democracy as
a form of government in
which people are counted
not weighed. In light of
this definition, the national
consensus being carried out
in Pakistan must be taken
as a truly democratic act by
a democratically-elected
government.
However,
the PMLN-led government
cannot be given credit for
the development as it is the
Supreme Court’s decision
that pushed the government
to hold the long-overdue
census, which was pending
over the last 19 years owing
to the vested interests of
successive
governments.
Unfortunately,
it
has
become quite a trend in
Pakistan, where concerned
government authorities and
departments don’t move an
inch unless the court of
law steps in to remind the
government of its due role
and responsibilities. Rising
to the occasion, it has been
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The recent appointment
of Yogi Adityanath as the
new Chief Minister of
Utter Pradesh (UP) is not
a surprising move. Despite
the fact that Yogi has been
vocal against the Indian
minorities,
particularly
against
Muslims,
his
selection as UP’s CM
speaks volumes of Modi’s
agenda about turning the
country from a secular state

secular state has now been
exposed. No doubt, the
rise of Hindutva, sooner or
later, is going to be the fall
of India.
S. Anura Bandaranaike,
Colombo, Sri Lanka.

Symbol of
Egoistic
Politics
This is with reference to
Southasia’s article on Imran
Khan’s stance on holding
of PSL final in Lahore. The
article was well-timed, but
a bit off-base. This is not the
first time Imran Khan opted
out of an event of national
importance. In November
last year, when the Turkish
President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan visited Pakistan,
Imran Khan did not attend
Erdogan’s address to the
joint session of parliament.
To me, he has become a
symbol of egoistic politics
and is unable to see beyond
his political boundaries
even at the cost of national
interest. Sorry to say, using
a colloquial expression
‘phateecher’ for foreign
players can never be
termed right for a politician
who has also been an
international cricketer.
Mushtaq Ali Siddiqui,
Karachi, Pakistan.

into a Hindutva theocracy.
While the western media
calls Yogi’s appointment
a “victory of anti-Muslim
bigotry,” the move can
be better referred to as
the ascension of Hindu
nationalism, which could
not raise its head due to
the rather secular political
outlook of the country in
previous
governments.
However, the so-called

Route to
Stability
For long-lasting peace
and stability, Afghanistan
needs regional cooperation.
In this regard, there is some
good news, as such as
Pakistan, Russia and China
have started working to
bring stability and peace

to a war-torn Afghanistan.
To get the country out of
its perpetual problems,
Afghanistan
needs
to
welcome the development
and its political leadership
should also show some
maturity to support the
initiative being taken by
its neighbours. Instead of
blaming them for its poor
law and order conditions,
Afghanistan
must
be
realistic when it comes to
setting long-term political
priorities
and
regional
objectives. Compared to the
rest of the opportunist states
such as India, countries like
Pakistan, China and Russia
are the most important and
leading states in the region
that can help the Afghan
nation out of its decadeslong crisis.
Syed Abdul Saeed,
Qandahar, Afghanistan.

A Decaying
Health Sector
The arrival of Pushpa
Kamal Dahal Prachanda as
the new Prime Minister of
Nepal was good news for the
country. But so far, he has
miserably failed to deliver
in almost all important
areas of development. The
rate of unemployment is
touching a record high
and the overall state of

ON RECORD
SLUG

“South Asia will
not rise economically if Pakistan
and India do not
move forward
to resolve their
stumbling’ issues.”
Pervez Musharraf,
former President of Pakistan

Violence against Women
The Maldives has not been able to control
violence against women. According to recent
statistics revealed by the Maldives Ministry of Gender
and Family, and Human Rights, one in every three
women in the archipelago is subjected to domestic
violence, while a considerable majority of Maldivian
women experiences sexual or physical violence or
both at some stage of their lives. According to the
Maldives Police Service, over 300 cases of domestic
violence were reported in 2016 compared to 187 in
2014. In addition, one in eight girls in the Maldives
complains of some kind of abuse before the age of
15. These facts are really disturbing and the Maldivian
government must take effective measures to address
the issue.
Mohamed Rafique Ali,
Malé, Maldives.

“We believe in
the power of 125
crore Indians.”
Narendra Modi,
Prime Minister of
India

“When we talk
about the freedom it is essential
to remember the
valiant war heroes
who fought to
save our country
from LTTE terrorism throughout 30
years.”
Maithripala Sirisena,
President of Sri Lanka

“The people exiled
abroad can return
to the Maldives,
as my administration will not target
politicians and
arrest them out of
the boundaries of the law.”
Abdulla Yameen,
President of the Maldives

“Nepal will land in
a serious crisis if its
political parties try
to run away from
elections.”
Pushpa Kamal
Dahal Prachanda,
Prime Minister of Nepal
the health sector is in a critical condition. With regard
to the country’s mental health system, the situation is at
its worse according to a recent study conducted by the
World Health Organization (WHO). The report says the
ratios of psychologists and psychiatrists in Nepal are one
of the lowest in the world, while a number of such factors
as natural disasters, political uncertainty and economic
slowdown have multiplied the incidence of psychiatric
and mental disorders in the country. The situation is quite
alarming and needs to be addressed immediately.
R. F. Dharmalall,
Lalitpur, Nepal.

“If this country’s
majority, Hindus,
are tortured, is it
not an issue? But if
a thorn pricks the
foot of someone
from the minority
community, it becomes an issue. This
politics is strange.”
Yogi Adityanath,
Chief Minister of UP, India

“It is a national
obligation to
provide for the
participation of
women at every
level to make
them valuable and
productive members
of society.”
Nawaz Sharif,
Prime Minister of Pakistan
“Our only aim
is to build a
developed and
prosperous country and we are
working towards
that goal.”
Sheikh Hasina Wajid,
Prime Minister of Bangladesh

“Those who
want to change
Afghanistan into
a battlefield will
take their wishes
to the grave with
them.”
Ashraf Ghani,
President of Afghanistan

“We have to think
globally and act
regionally because
‘thinking globally,
acting locally’ isn’t
enough.”
Lyonchhen
Tshering Tobgay,
Prime Minister of Bhutan
“Europe today
reminds me of the
racist, fascist and
cruel continent
from before World
War II.”
Recep Tayyip
Erdogan,
Turkish President
“The vastness of
America’s vision
gives way now to
the smallness of
Trump’s appeal.
The American
Century recedes,
140 characters at a time.”
Matt Bai,
American Political Columnist
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PAKISTAN

Happy Nation

A

ccording to the World Happiness Report 2017,
Pakistan is the happiest country in South Asia.
Despite going through a continuous wave of terror
with a struggling economic outlook, Pakistan ranked 80th
on the list of the world's happiest countries, coming ahead
of Bhutan (97), Nepal (99), Bangladesh (110), Sri Lanka

(120) and India (122). Released by the United Nations
Sustainable Development Solutions Network (UN SDSN)
every year since 2012, the World Happiness Report is an
annual ranking of 155 countries based on their overall
well-being, happiness and satisfaction with life.

PAKISTAN

Hindu Rights

P

akistan has passed a bill allowing the Hindu minority to register their
marriages and annulments. Signed by President Mamnoon Hussain in March
2017, passing of the Hindu marriage bill is considered to be a landmark
piece of legislation as it will safeguard the constitutional rights and interests of
some 8.2 million Hindus living in Pakistan, a Muslim majority country. The bill
will permit Hindu families to acquire legal documentation in order to register
marriages, file for divorce and remarry. It will also help in providing the muchneeded financial security for divorced women and their children.

INDIA

Space Race

T

he Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) has launched 104
satellites in orbit, setting a world record of launching the most
satellites in a single mission. Of the 104 satellites, 101 were foreign
satellites and the rest were Indian space missions. Earlier in 2014, the
Roscosmos State Corporation for Space Activities, a Russian Space
Agency, had launched 37 satellites in one go. In 2014, ISRO became
the world’s fourth space agency to reach Mars. To make the most of the
global space industry worth $300 billion a year, ISRO has lowered its
launch prices to compete with other international space agencies.

INDIA

Timely Treatment

T

he Delhi government has launched a free treatment scheme for victims of
acid attacks and burns admitted in private hospitals. Those who get injured in
road accidents can also get free treatment in some 230 private-run hospitals
in the Indian capital, as the government will now bear the total medical expense in
acid attacks, burns and accident cases. The selected hospitals have at least 20 beds
with intensive care units and are well-equipped to deal with emergency cases.
Usually, most private hospitals in India don’t admit accident patients over payment
issues and turn them to government hospitals, resulting in many losses.

10
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BANGLADESH

Top Exporter

B

angladesh has become the largest denim supplier to
the European Union. Securing about 22 per cent of the
global market share in denim products, Bangladesh
has overtaken China. Every year, the country ships nearly
180 million pieces of denim jeans around the world. In the
last seven months of 2016, it exported near 200 million
pairs of jeans. On a monthly basis, Bangladesh’s garment
sector is able to produce 30 million yards of denim against
a global demand of 60 million yards per month. Bangladesh

has emerged as the favourite sourcing country for the world’s
leading denim brands, such as Jack and Jones, H&M, Gap,
C&A, etc.

SRI LANKA

Tourist Traffic

S

ri Lanka has won the most “Popular Destination Award” at the GITF Travel
Fair in Guangzhou, China. The GITF is Asia’s biggest travel expo held every
year in China. This is the second consecutive year Sri Lanka has won the
award, showing the country’s growing popularity among Chinese travellers. In
2016, the number of Chinese visiting Sri Lanka had grown by 29 per cent. Since
2014, China has been the second largest source market for Sri Lanka in terms
of tourism and foreign trade. Overall, Sri Lanka has seen a 12-percent growth in
visitor arrivals by air.

NEPAL

Rhino Charge

T

he Chitwan National Park of Nepal has recorded an increase in
the number of rare one-horned rhinos. The total number of the
one-horned rhino in the area has been increased from 100 to
600, due to a combination of different habitats, availability of hygienic
drinking water, open meadows and grassy land, as well as a congenial
environment the national park offers to wildlife. According to Nepal’s
Department of National Parks and Wildlife Conservation (DNPWC),
there were some 358 rhinos in the first census in 1988. The number
reached 446 in 1998 and 544 in 2000. However, the population
dropped to 372 in 2005.

THE MALDIVES

New Runway

T

he Maldivian government has launched construction of a new
runway at the Malé International Airport, also known as Velana
International Airport. The runway, costing USD 400 million, will
be 60 metres wide and 3,400 metres long. It will comprise six layers
and will be able to accommodate A-380 aircraft, the world’s largest
passenger airliner. Overall, the project includes an 80,000-metre
passenger terminal, which will have 38 immigration counters, 40
departure gates, six aero bridges, a high-explosive detection system and
a fuel hydrant system. The existing runway is also being converted into
a taxiway to make landings easier and safer.

SOUTHASIA • APRIL 2017
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Census Pitfalls
and Challenges
There is many a slip between the cup and the
lip. Pakistan’s census exercise in 2017 must be
conducted carefully and judiciously if the country
is to use the count for more astute planning in
the next 10 years.
By Dr. Mehtab S. Karim

O

ne of the wheels of
democracy
which
helps
a
country’s
smooth functioning is knowing
the number of people in
different parts of the country,
so that they could choose their
representatives on the basis of
one man-one vote. Besides, a
census also provides relevant
data at national, provincial and
local levels for proper planning.
Accordingly, almost all countries
of the world conduct a census
every 10 years and some even
conduct it every 5 years (e.g.
Iran and even the Maldives did
so). During the past 15 years,
a census has been conducted
in almost all UN member
countries, however, only a
handful among major countries
have not done so. These
include Lebanon, Somalia,
Afghanistan and Pakistan. The
1973 Constitution of Pakistan
postulates conducting a census
every ten years, which could
become the basis of demarcating
constituencies of the National
and Provincial Assemblies,
help in allocation of national
resources to provinces through
National Finance Commission
(NFC) and determine job quota
to provinces, on the basis of
the results of the most recent
census.
12
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The United Nations defines
census as, “the total process of
collecting, compiling and publishing demographic, economic
and social data pertaining, at
a specified time of all persons
in a country.”
In practice,
this does not mean that every
person actually is seen and
interviewed but only one
adult in a household provides
information about all other
residents (relatives and nonrelatives) to questions asked by
the census enumerator.
Population
Growth
in
Pakistan 1951-1998
Since the first census
conducted in 1951 and the last
in 1998, Pakistan’s population
grew four-fold. During 195181 period the annual growth
rate was 3.1 percent which
declined to 2.6 percent during
1981-98. Although a census is
supposed to count everybody,
but many people are missed
which could also happen in a
developing country, as well as
in more developed countries.
For example, in Pakistan
after the 1961 cenus when a
post-enumeration survey was
conducted, about 6 percent
under-count in the population
was discovered. Therefore, the
population was later adjusted
upwards. In 1981 a post-

About Dr. Mehtab S. Karim
Dr. Mehtab S. Karim did his PhD in Demography
from Cornell University and has previously served
as Professor of Demography at the Aga Khan
University in Karachi and as Research Professor
at the School of Public Policy at George Mason
University, USA. He also worked as a senior research
fellow at the Pew Research Center in Washington
and as research scholar at Princeton University
and the London School of Economics. He has
also worked for the United Nations in New York
on census issues and was a short-term UN adviser
to the Pakistan Census Organization. On behalf of
the World Bank, he served as Technical Advisor to
the Planning & Development Department of the
Government of Sindh.
His insights on Pakistan’s demographics and
government policy grew during his work with
various national committees and with his
appointment in 2012 to the governing council of
the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics. In that capacity,
in 2014 he chaired a committee constituted by the
Government of Pakistan to make recommendations
for the forthcoming census in Pakistan. Using
census data from 1951 to 1981, he co-authored a
book on ‘Migration in Pakistan’ and several other
articles on migration. Later, he co-authored ‘Future
of the Global Muslim Population,’ published
by the Pew Research Center. He is currently the
Vice Chancellor of Malir University of Science &
Technology and is working on a book on Karachi.
Dr. Mehtab Karim was invited by SouthAsia
magazine to serve as Guest Editor of this issue
which carries the cover story – The Great Numbers
Game – focusing on the 2017 Census.

enumeration survey was conducted
but results were not released. After
the 1998 census a post-enumeration
survey was not undertaken, therefore
the extent of under-reporting could
not be determined.
However, it is largely believed
that the 1981 census was the most
accurate
census
conducted
in
Pakistan. After the 1991 census
was postponed, it was decided to
conduct the census six years later.
Apparently, the Federal Government
was not sure that the Pakistan Census
Organization (which was a part of the
Ministry of Finance and Planning &
Development) could conduct a fair
census on its own. Therefore, for the
first time, assistance of armed forces
was sought. It was assumed that in
the presence of military personnel
who would accompany the civilian
enumerator, the household member
will not exaggerate the number, as was
experienced in some areas during the
housing census conducted in 1991.
However, since a post-enumeration
survey was not conducted, therefore
results could not be validated,
particularly the possible undercount
in the census. Subsequently, in 2000
a steering committee of experts was
constituted by the Government of
Pakistan with support from the United
Nations Population Fund. It was found
that the 1998 census suffered from
various inconsistencies, one of which
was a possible undercount or under
reporting. This author, who served as
a member of the steering committee,
by applying annual growth rates
derived from Pakistan Demographic
surveys, conducted during 1982-97,
estimated that Pakistan’s population
in 1998 should have been about 142
million. However, after accounting
for about 3 million emigration from
Pakistan to the Gulf countries, Europe
and North America, during 1981-98
inter-censal period, it was suggested
that about 5 percent population
missed in the 1998 census. Further
analysis of 1998 census indicated that
the undercount was mostly in Sindh
province, which could be to the tune
of about 6 million people. Of these,
about 2 million, who although were
counted living in Karachi, but were
not included in the census report as
they were considered alien or illegal
immigrants from Afghanistan and
Bangladesh. In a subsequent report
published in 2008 by the Pakistan
Institute of Development Economics
it was pointed out that, in the 1998
census the population of urban areas

Table 1. Percentage Distribution of Population in
Provinces and Areas of Pakistan 1951-1998
and migration to large cities were
under-estimated, data on education
was inadequate and there were
issues pertaining to data collected on
economic activity.
Since census is a gigantic
undertaking, an in countries where the
majority of people are not educated,
census results suffer from coverage
and under-reporting of population.
Besides, since the 1973 constitution of
Pakistan (as of many other countries)
census results determine allocation
of seats in the National Assembly
and 85 percent weightage is given
to census results for the purpose
of resource allocation though the
National Finance Commission, the
possibility of census results being
doctored always exists. Therefore,
those who would want a status quo
are usually in favour of postponing
the census. Perhaps the results of
1998 census could have been affected
because, as shown in the figures, the
share of Sindh had increased in each
subsequent census during 1951 and
1981, when it increased from about

18 percent in 1951 to 23 percent in
1981. Whereas, there was over 3
percentage point increase in the share
of Sindh between 1961-81 (in 20
years), during 1981-98 (in 19 years),
Sindh gained only 0.4 percentage
points . It is a well recognized fact that
Sindh has been on the receiving end
of migrants from other three provinces
which has resulted in the increasing
share of Sindh’s population, which
was evident till 1981.
However,
a negligible increase in Sindh’s
population can be only explained if
there was only negligible migration to
Sindh during 1981-98 or the rate of
natural increase (difference between
birth and death rates) had suddenly
declined there.
Role of Inter-Provincial Migration
Further investigation reveals that
migration to Sindh had continued
between 1981 and 1998 as shown in
Table 2.
Thus, due to migration Sindh had
a gain of over 1.1 million people, of
which over 0.6 million originated in
Punjab and another over 0.4 million
SOUTHASIA • APRIL 2017
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originated in former NWFP (renamed
Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa).
Another
interesting finding of the 1998 census
was that Karachi was the main point
of destination of most migrants to
Sindh. For example, the 1998 census
reported that while Karachi then
contained about 8% of Pakistan’s
population, of all those people who
migrated internally within Pakistan
during 10 years prior to the census 22
percent chose to settle in Karachi. In
comparison, the four largest districts
of Punjab - Lahore, Faisalabad,
Rawalpindi and Multan - which
combined together contained about
21% of the country’s population,
received about the same number
of internal migrants as did Karachi.
Furthermore, demographic surveys
conducted by Pakistan’s Federal
Bureau of Statistics showed that
rates of natural Increase (difference
between birth and death rates) during
1980s and 90s in Sindh and other
provinces were about the same. There
are thus indications that since Sindh’s
population was under-enumerated
in the 1998 census, therefore its
share in the country’s population has
remained at the same level as in 1981.
This is indicated in Table 3, where
it has remained unexplained that
why the average number of persons
per household in Sindh declined
substantially from 7 in 1981 to 5.8 in
1998, while a subsequent household
sample survey conducted in 2000
by the Federal Bureau of Statistics
showed an average 7.5 persons per
household in Sindh. The discrepancy
is also noted in Balochistan.
Challenges in the 2017 census
The 2017 census currently
underway has already become
disputed and various political parties,
particularly in smaller provinces, have
raised many questions. The results will
be subject to challenges by a vibrant
media. Besides, due to the concerns
shown by many groups, results may
be challenged in courts as well. Even
prior to the start of the census, Chief
Minister of Sindh had requested the
Federal Finance Minister to make
public the number of people who
have been counted at sub-divisional
level, fearing that the numbers may
be changed in Islamabad. After not
getting a positive response from the
Finance Minster, Pakistan People’s
Party has already filed a petition in
Sindh High Court, against the “lack
of transparency” praying to carry out
the entire exercise in a transparent
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Table 2. Number of migrants to Sindh from other provinces and from Sindh
to other provinces, 10 years prior to the 1998 census.
manner and to provide complete
access of data to the provinces, before
releasing the results. The petition
points out that under Article 19-A of
the Constitution for the basic right
of access to information, assistant
commissioners should maintain the
record of data in their offices which
should be accessible to the public.
Information being collected in
the 2017 census
The 2017 census is collecting
information about each household
member such as Name, Relationship
to the head, Sex, Age, Marital Status,
Religion, Mother tongue, Nationality,
Literacy status, School attendance,
Level of education completed,
whether during the past 12 months the
person is working, looking for a job,
doing house work or any other work.
Besides information about the living
quarters is also being collected such

as number of rooms - tenure status,
period since constructed, construction
material used in outer walls and roofs,
source of drinking water, source
of lighting – fuel used for cooking,
availability of kitchen, bathroom
and type of latrine, availability of
TV, Radio, Newspaper, Telephone.
Mobile Phone and Computer and
if any household member is living
abroad and their number. One
issue which has remained a bone of
contention is obtaining the number of
Computerised National Identity Card
(CNIC) of the household head, which
is being verified by the representative
of the armed forces by sending a SMS
to NADRA. The expert committee
constituted by the Governing Council
of Pakistan Bureau of Statistics had
taken the view that since obtaining
CNIC is not a part of the census it
will cause unnecessary delay and

Table 3. Average number of persons per household as reported living in each
province in 1981 and 1998 censuses and Pakistan Integrated Household
Survey conducted in 2000.
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verification from NADRA will be
against the spirit of confidentiality
of the census.
Besides, some
political parties have raised the
issue that since in rural areas many
people do not have CINC they may
be left out of the census exercise.
However, CNIC number is being
collected.
Previous census also collected
information through a long term Form
from every 10th household which
collected information pertaining to
migration such as district of birth,
duration of continuous residence
in the present district, district or
country of previous residence and
the reason of migration and nature
and type of any disability. Those 5
years and older, their occupation
and from married females 15-49
years old; number of children ever
born, number of children still living,
number of children born during last
12 months and of these how many
are alive. This is crucial information
which will help in understanding
important demographic, economic
and health indicators for planning
purposes.
A mission from the United
Nations in its report submitted to
Pakistan Bureau of Statistics in
October 2016, made the following
recommendations for smooth
conduct of the census, which were
not adopted. Theses included:
1. The census questionnaire was
printed in 2008, however it
was not pilot tested recently.
Therefore, to increase reliability
of the census, it was strongly
advised to organize a pilot
census.
2. Since a majority of the
population did not participate
in a census in almost 20 years,
time must be allowed for the
population to understand,
accept and “own” the results.
3. The communication strategy
was to be organized around
three
“classical”
axes:
education material (towards
teachers), advocacy material
(towards politicians, head of
villages and other stakeholders)
and
publicity
campaign
(towards the larger audience).
4. The advocacy and publicity
campaign should be launched
no later than three months
before the census; one has to
keep in mind.

History of Census in South Asia

India
Even when there was no trace of democracy in the Indian subcontinent, the
British colonial government conducted censuses without any interruption
from 1881 to 1941. During that period, census results served the basic
requirement of planning at state and district levels. After the first census of
1881, regular censuses were conducted after every ten years up to 1941.
After independence this tradition was followed by India, where a census
has been conducted every 10 years and the last census was conducted
in 2011. However, due to troubles in Assam in 1981 and in Kashmir in
1991, census enumeration could not be done in the two states.
Pakistan
Pakistan followed the tradition and conducted censuses in both its wings
in 1951 and 1961. Due to the civil war in East Pakistan followed by the
war with India in 1971, a census could not be held till 1972. The 1981
Census was conducted as scheduled. In 1991 a housing census was
conducted. However, as there was over-reporting of individuals living
in these households, a detailed census exercise was not undertaken.
Later, a census was conducted in 1998 under the supervision of the
Army. Eventually, in 2016, the Supreme Court took a suo moto notice and
forced the Federal Government to conduct the overdue Census which is
currently underway.
Bangladesh
After becoming an independent country in 1971, Bangladesh conducted
its first census in 1974 and since then it has conducted censuses in 1981,
1991, 2001 and 2011.
Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka has the longest history of conducting a census in the SAARC
region, where the first scientific census was conducted in 1871 and, after
every 10 years, a census was conducted until 1931. The 1941 census
was conducted in 1946 due to the world war, while the1951 census was
postponed till 1953 owing to shortage of paper at that time. The next
census was conducted in 1963. However, Sri Lanka managed to revert
to its tradition and conducted censuses in 1971 and 1981 but the 1991
census could not be implemented due to the disturbances prevailing in
northern and eastern parts of the country. Sri Lanka’s last census was
conducted in 2001.
Nepal
The first census in Nepal was conducted in 1911 which continued
after every 10 years till 1942, but due to non-publication of detailed
census reports, characteristics of the population are not available. The
first scientific census was completed during 1952-54 and since 1961, a
census has been conducted every 10 years till 2011.
Maldives
In the Maldives, the first census was conducted in 1911, followed by
decennial census conducted in 1921 and 1931. Due to World War II, the
1941 census was postponed till 1946 and the next census was conducted
in 1953, followed by 1957, when an annual census was conducted till
1972 then in 1974 and in 1977. Since 1985, a quinquennial census has
been conducted in 1990, 1995, 2000. The 2005 census was delayed till
2006 and the last census was conducted in 2014.
Bhutan
In Bhutan, the first national census was conducted in 1969, followed by
a census conducted in 1980. In 1990 a census enumeration was done to
identify and verify genuine citizens and identify illegal settlers. The most
recent census was conducted in 2005.
Afghanistan
In Afghanistan, only a partial census was conducted in 1980 and one was
planned in 2011 but it has not yet been conducted.
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Pakistan’s Real
Population
The current population census would reveal interesting facts about
Pakistan’s population if done correctly.

I

f counting the correct number
of people living in Pakistan is
a cumbersome task, estimating
Pakistan’s current population is even
more difficult. Estimating a country’s
population is dependent on several
key factors which include accurate
counting of the previous population
and accounting for the natural increase
(births minus deaths) each year and
adding the number of people who
have migrated from other countries
and substracting those who left the
country. Such information is only
collected in countries which have an
advanced level of registration of births,
deaths and migration.
Most countries in North America,
Europe and several countries in South
America and Asia have developed
a system of vital registration which
records births and deaths. In countries
where no such system is in place,
annual sample registration of vital
events (such as in India) serves the
purpose.
In the 1960s, Pakistan
started a sample registration system
and in the 1970s switched to annual
demographic surveys, which provided
estimates of births and deaths. We
were then aware at what rate Pakistan’s
population was increasing each year.
These sample surveys were conducted
by the Federal Bureau of Statistics
(FBS), which was a sister department of
the Pakistan Census Organization and
both were part of the Statistics Division
of the Ministry of Finance. However,
as many good things which used to be
a part of the routine data collection,
FBS stopped conducting the Pakistan
Demographic Survey after the last one
conducted in 2008. These surveys did
not only provide demographic data for
the country but for all its provinces and
rural and urban areas. Consequently,
the annual rates of population growth
16
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in Pakistan as quoted in the Pakistan
Statistical Year Book (last published by
Pakistan Bureau of Statistics) on the
basis of Pakistan Demographic Surveys
showed an annual population growth
rate of 2.62 percent during 1995-97
which declined to 2.12 percent during
1999-2001. However, since no such
surveys have been conducted after
2007, the Planning Commission comes
out with “guestimates” of population
growth rates, whereby the population
is assumed to be declining every year,
from 2.10 percent in 2008 to 1.95
percent in 2014. Indeed, according
to Pakistan Demographic and Health
surveys conducted in 2005-06 and
2012-13, the total fertility rate (average
number of children a woman bears by
the end of her reproductive period)
has remained about 4 while infant
mortality rate has declined somewhat,
suggesting that perhaps there has been
no decline in the population growth
rate. Indeed, a better way to estimate
or project a country’s population is
through a sophisticated computer
software developed by the United
Nations which requires four important
indicators or inputs: namely; population
at a previous time, total fertility rate
(TFR); expectation of life at birth (ELB)
and age distribution of the population.
Unfortunately for Pakistan the only
input available is the population as
recorded in the 1998 census, which
is itself questionable as there were
indications of underreporting of
about 6 million people. Using the
UN software, the National Institute
of Population Studies (NIPS), which
is a part of the Ministry of National
Health and Coordination, Government
of Pakistan,
last year released a
paper projecting the population of
Pakistan and its provinces, as 198.8
million in 2016 and 202.9 million in

2017. Interestingly, the experts who
produced the NIPS report were senior
demographers. They assumed that
TFR in Pakistan has declined from an
average of 4.2 children per woman in
2000-05 to 3.2 in 2010-15 and LEB
during the same period has increased
from 64.4 years to 68.5 years. To the
contrary, the Demographic and Health
Survey conducted by NIPS in 201213 reported a TFR of 3.8 and United
Nations Human Development Report
of 2016 indicates that LEB in Pakistan
has increased from 62.7 years in 2000
to 66.4 in 2015. If NIPS would have
used the correct inputs of TFR and
LEB, perhaps Pakistan’s population
would stand at 210 million in 2017,
and even more if 1998 census would
not have undercounted the country’s
population. Still NIPS’ estimate of
Pakistan’s population in 2017 is on
the higher side, as the Government
of Pakistan’s official estimates are 195
million. The only proper indication
of the population of Pakistan will
come out of the 2017 census, when
it is correctly done. This will be if
the Government of Pakistan again
does not panic as they did in 2011,
when the preliminary results of the
Housing Census indicated that the
population had already reached 195.9
million, which was way beyond their
expectations. The share of Sindh in the
national population was reported to
have increased to 28.2 percent from
23 percent in 1998 and that of Punjab
had declined from 55.8 percent to 46.6
percent, while it remained 13.7 percent
in KPK and increased in Balochistan.
Consequently, the detailed Population
Census was immediately postponed
and the results of the Housing Census
were cancelled.

– Dr. Mehtab S. Karim

Will Truth Prevail in 2017?
The Case of Sindh and Karachi

A

fter results of the 1998 census
were announced, not only the
Sindh Assembly unanimously
rejected it, which was then ruled by a
coalition government led by Muslim
League, but Ms. Benazir Bhutto, who
was then leader of opposition, in her
speech in the National Assembly was
quite candid, saying “When things
come to Islamabad, they are cooked
up and somebody else takes the broth”.
Indeed, even today the census exercise
being conducted is entirely being
controlled from Islamabad. So much so,
that data processing centre at Karachi
office of Pakistan Bureau of Statistics
was shifted to Islamabad prior to the
census. This data processing centre
was established a couple of years ago
with financial support from the United
Nations Population Fund, to scan the
complete census forms from Sindh
and Balochistan. Why a need arose to
centralize even scanning of forms, has
created suspicions in Sindh, that results
may be doctored in Islamabad. Due to
this apprehension, Chief Minister Syed
Murad Ali Shah, had requested Federal
Finance Minister Mr. Ishaque Dar, that
a photo copy of the summary REN
form - which contains the population
counted in each census block and then
submitted by the census enumerators
to the sub-divisional magistrate for
onward transmission to Islamabad
- may be retained by the SDM for
checking at a later stage. However,
this request was rejected by the Federal
Government.
Sindh Government’s
concern is quite genuine, given the fact
that even though millions of migrants
who had moved to the province inbetween the two censuses conducted
in 1981 and 1998, the province did not
get its fair share, due to the undercount
of population of Sindh.
Unfortunately, information on
demographic
parameters are not
available at provincial level to
estimate their population, specially
for a province like Sindh which has
been at the receiving end of migrants
since Pakistan became an independent
country. In fact in the population
estimates prepared by the National
Institute of Population Studies (NIPS)
for 1999 through 2035, the share of
Sindh in the country’s population has
remained at 23 percent – the same
as was reported both in the 1981
and 1998 census. Thus, the NIPS’

World’s Largest Cities (Population in million)
report indicates that the population
of Sindh in 2017 is 45 million. They
arrived at this estimate without taking
into account hundreds of thousands
of people who have been migrating
to Sindh every year over the past 18
years, mostly from other provinces.
On the other hand, the Housing
census conducted in 2011 had already
counted about 56 million people
living in Sindh, which had put Sindh’s
share in Pakistan’s population at 28
percent.
Perhaps, there was some
exaggeration then, but it is likely that
at present, Sindh contains minimum of
56 million or even close to 60 million
people, which would mean that its
share in the national pool will increase
substantially from currently 23 to 28
or even 30 percent.
Karachi’s case is more pronounced
as most migrants from other provinces
end up in the city. MQM has already
raised several objections to the way
census is being conducted and has even
petitioned the Supreme Court with a
list of complaints. This time around
since everybody is being included in
the census count (including illegal
persons such as Afghanis, Bengalis and
Burmese), one has to see how close the
figures will be to the various estimates
of Karachi’s population. In answer to a
question raised in the Senate, NADRA
compiled population living in each of
the 20 constituencies of Karachi and

presented a figure of 21,347,871 (21.35
million) people, who were residing in
Karachi in 2013. If this population
figure was correct, then with an annual
growth rate of 4 percent, by the middle
of 2017, Karachi’s population would
reach 25 million. In the event 2017
census grossly underreports Karachi’s
population below this number, it
would not be accepted by Karachi
based political parties as well as the
civil society, and most likely will be
challenged in the Supreme court.
Another source of Karachi’s
current population comes out of
various international sources. Thus,
according to the 2015 edition of
Demographia's World Atlas (see table
above), Karachi with a population of
22.1 million people was ranked 7th,
having a population density of 23,400
people per square kilometer, making
it the second most densely populated,
among the world’s 20 mega-cities.
Zahid Husain, a veteran journalist
writing in Dawn, rightly points out that
“While the census may give a more
realistic socioeconomic picture, it could
also open a Pandora’s Box. While a more
populated Sindh may demand a greater
share of resources and representation in
parliament, the province is likely to face
the same demand from its own urban
centres”.

– MSK
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Politics
of
Census
The current census process should be above politics.
It should provide Pakistan a credible blueprint to
move forward at the policy level and to bring about
the required balance in the parliament so that the
population is provided better representation in the
national and provincial legislatures.
By Shahid Javed Burki

W

ork has already begun to count
the number of people who live
within Pakistan’s borders. The
count will be conducted in two phases
over a period of two months. It will be
completed by mid-May. That would be
the first time in 19 years that the country
would have held a population census.
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Most countries follow the United
Nations’ expectation that censuses
would be held every ten years. To ensure
comparability in demographic data,
countries do the count in the first year
of every decade. Had Pakistan followed
that practice it would by now have held
seven censuses. Instead only five were

conducted. The start was auspicious: the
first count was taken in 1951, followed
by one in 1961. And then politics began
to intervene. After the second census,
the counts were irregular.
While a more informed discussion of
the demographic trends in the country
will be possible only after the results of
2017 become available, I would like
to begin by looking at some interesting
features of the Pakistani demographic
landscape.
Depending on how we do the
counting, Pakistan started its life as a
country with a population of 30 million,
or 24 million or 32 million. The first
number includes all those who lived in
1947 in what came to be called West
Pakistan and is now simply Pakistan. The
smaller number – 24 million – represents
those who were original inhabitants
of Pakistan. It excludes the 6 million
Hindus and Sikhs who left Pakistan and
went to India. They did not feel that a
predominantly Muslim West Pakistan
would provide them the security they
needed and the opportunities to which
they aspired. Their departure left the
country with 24 million but the number
never fell to that level since it began
to increase as Muslim refugees started
to pour into the country. Those who
left India for Pakistan numbered some
eight million people. The arrival of the
Indian refugees brought the number to
32 million. This is the base from which
we should calculate the rate of growth
in the country’s population.
This exchange of 14 million people
within a matter of a few months
was one of the largest movements
in human history, which
had
enormous demographic and political
consequences that are being felt to
this day. There were some fundamental
changes in the geographical distribution
of population. The province of Punjab
lost more people than it gained from
the 1947 population exchange. Sindh
gained the most. Why a couple of
million headed for the large cities was
the choice of Karachi as Pakistan’s first
capital. Karachi’s selection was dictated
in part by the fact that this was the
birthplace of Muhammad Ali Jinnah,
Pakistan’s founding father. At the time,
when Pakistan achieved independence,
Lahore was the new county’s largest
city. However, it could not become
the capital as it sat very near the newly
drawn border with India with whom
there was considerable hostility in
relations, right from the beginning. It
would have been awkward to have the
capital so close to the border when the
countries went to war four times in their
seventy years history.
With this little bit of history behind

us, let me get back to the main story:
the 2017 census. The last census was
conducted in 1998 and concluded
with a count of 134.7 million people.
Official statistics put the 2017 estimate
at 196.5 million. Once the 2017 count
is done, we will have a more accurate
basis for saying how many people
live in the country. One of the most
important numbers to emerge out of the
present count will be the rate of growth
in population. The Pakistani population
grew by 2.6 percent a year from the
time of the country’s birth in 1947 to the
present. At that rate, population doubles
every 26 years and that is precisely
what has happened. Pakistan today
has a population six times the size in
1947. If the population is still growing
at 2 percent a year, it would double in
size in 35 years, reaching 400 million
by 2052. With that as the number it
would become the third largest country
in the world in terms of the size of the
population. The lineup then would be
India, China and Pakistan. The United
States, most likely, will be the fourth
largest.
But this may not happen. Normally
population growth trends are linear: the
rate of growth in population increases
rapidly as a result of improvements
in health services, and then it steadily
declines. This has been the case in
almost all countries including Pakistan.
Thus, the rate of population growth
increased sharply in the 1960s when,
with President Ayub Khan’s ‘decade
of development’ in play, there was
considerable improvement in the
provision of health care. By establishing
the “Basic Democracies” system of
local government, the provincial
administrations were able to reach
the communities that had remained at
some distance from policymakers. The
government also launched a large Rural
Works Program that met people’s basic
needs. Establishment of clinics was the
most popular demand of rural citizens.
This was done which had a significant
impact on infant, child and maternal
mortalities. This resulted in increasing
the rate of population growth.
The sharp upward tick was followed
by a decline in the rate of population
growth. This was to be expected. It
is well known that most families plan
their size on the basis of how they
see the probability of infant survival.
Significantly lower rates of infant
mortality eventually lead to a reduction
in family size. My guess is that Pakistan
will follow the pattern of other highfertility countries that got launched on
the trajectory of lower birth rates. If the
census of 2017 is followed by one in
2031, the rate of population growth

may decline to 1.5 percent a year. This
would mean a population in that year of
246 million rather than 263 million.
The 2017 count will be significant
for several reasons. By far the most
important will be the impact on the
distribution of power among the
country’s provinces. The Table on the
next page provides data on the relative
growth of provincial populations
between the censuses of 1972 and
1998. The slowest growth was in the
FATA region with the rate of increase
74 percent below the national average.

This was the result of the outmigration
of tens of thousands of people from the
highly troubled FATA region.
On the other hand, the sharpest
increase was in Balochistan, with the
population increasing at 73 percent
higher than the national average.
The 1973 Constitution had mandated
censuses to be held every ten years
so that both the seats in the national
legislature and provincial shares in the
federal government’s divisible assets
could be equitably distributed. In the
latest National Finance Commission
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award the size of the population was
given the most weight in distributing
the federal government’s funds. That
would have left Balochistan far behind
other more populous provinces. To
increase the province’s share, relative
backwardness was included in the
formula.
The power of the rural elite in the
country has meant that the share of the
urban areas in the population remains
lower than should be the case. It is my
view that now more than one-half of the
population is urban. If that is shown to
be the case by the Census results, there
will be a decisive shift in the distribution
of political power in the country.
The Census should also provide
reliable data on the age distribution
of the population. It is well known
that among the world’s large countries
– those with populations of more
than 100 million – Pakistan has the
youngest population. The median age
is believed to be only 21 years. This
means that some 100 million people
are below that age. The census will
tell us whether that is indeed the case.
Also, after the census results are known
we should have a better measure of
the location of the youth. My back-of
the envelope calculations suggest that
some 75 percent of the populations of
the megacities of Karachi and Lahore
are people below the age of 30 (as
compared to 65% in the country). A

Table: Distribution of Population By Province/Region (Million)
Population 		Population Annual		

Percent

in 1972		in 1998

Growth		

increase between

					

Rate (%)

1972 and 1998

Punjab

37.6		73.6		

2.62		

95.7

Sindh

14.2		30.4		

2.99

114.1

KPK

8.4

17.7		

2.92

110.7

Balochistan 2.4

6.6		

3.90

175.0

FATA

2.5

3.2		

0.94

28.0

Islamabad

0.2

0.8		

4.80		

300.0

Pakistan

65.3		132		

2.75		

102.8

Source: Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS)
larger proportion of this group is made
up of males; since young men are more
likely to migrate to cities than young
women. The geographic distribution of
the youth in the population should be
a good guide to the making of public
policy. The urban youth would look
to the modern sectors of the economy
for employment. This means that
developing the sectors of information
technology,
telecommunication,
health and education services, and
entertainment should be the focus of
government’s attention.
The 2017 census will have several
positive consequences for Pakistan’s

political and economic development. It
will increase the weight in the political
system of those in the population with
larger share in the population. By that
measure, politics in the country will
become more urban than rural. In the
area of economics, it should shift the
attention of the policymakers towards
helping the youth find their way into the
modern sectors of the economy.

Shahid Javed Burki is a professional
economist who has served as
a Vice President of the World
Bank and as caretaker Finance
Minister of Pakistan.
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The census is a basic pre-requisite for the judicious
distribution of resources, representation in the parliament,
the electoral process and tax collection.
By Dr. Huma Baqai

W

hen David would rightly
savour his power and
glory, he took a census of
the people; in our age, on the other
hand, one might say that the people,
in order to feel their importance in
comparison with a higher power,
count themselves.
– Soren Kierkegaard
Constitutionally
Pakistan
is
bound to conduct a census every 10
years. However, the 2017 census is
taking place after a gap of about two
decades, in the sixth most populous
nation of the world, where estimates
say the current population is over 200
million. After the last census was held
in 1998, most analysts say that the
census was both flawed and doctored,
especially in Sindh. The share of the
population living in each province of
the country did not change between
the 1981 and 1998 censuses and
remained at about 23 percent. This
was not possible. Demographers are
of the view that five to six million
people of Sindh were found missing
in the 1998 census.
Insecurity and political wrangling
have always stalled efforts to carry
out fresh head counts. The 1991
census was called off and the housecount of 2011 was also stopped

midway. The census is a basic prerequisite for the judicious distribution
of resources, representation in the
parliament, and tax collection.
Also, issues of urbanization and
infrastructure development cannot
be tackled without access to real
numbers. Professor Gordan De Jong,
a senior demographer at Penn State
University’s
Population
Research
Institute says, “The census ensures that
each community gets the right number
of representatives in government.” It’s
a must for equitable distribution of
funds.
Unfortunately, all the afore-stated
issues in the polity of Pakistan have
political ramifications. The census
is causing a political stir in Pakistan.
The demography of Pakistan has
undergone a sea change in the last two
decades; issues of ethnicity, massive
urbanization, security and natural
disaster-related displacement has
completely changed the demographic
landscape of at least three provinces,
having a direct impact on the largest
one. The timing of the census is also
very precarious; it comes a year
before the national elections. National
parliamentary seat allocations, federal
funding and political boundaries will
be altered, causing both intra and interprovincial discord. The relationship
between the centre and the provinces

is not very cordial to begin with,
especially between the centre and
KPK and the centre and Sindh. The
situation in Sindh is perhaps the most
precarious. Already three parties have
moved the Supreme Court about the
census. Two of them are from Sindh.
The issues of transparency, accuracy
and manipulation for political and
resource benefits are underway.
Chairman Senate Mian Raza Rabbani
has directed the government to appoint
a minister with whom a special
committee of the house could take up
census-related complaints. This was
a result of senators from almost all
four provinces raising concerns and
voicing reservations about the census
process.
The census is a source of concern
for all provinces. It may open a
Pandora’s Box of issues which will
only widen existing fault lines. The
history of census data being used or
presented judiciously is not a part of
Pakistan’s political conduct, thus the
19 year gap and the feet-dragging. The
problems are varied which may involve
issues of political representation and
economic distribution.
Punjab stands to lose its political
power as its population has not
increased at the same rate as that of
other provinces. 40 million people
have been added to the province.
However, the population of Punjab
is declining, while that of Sindh is
on the rise. The biggest question is,
would Punjab still enjoy 56% in
the country’s overall population? If
Punjab’s share declines, it may also
challenge the monopoly of PML (N)
in national politics. Moreover, the
making of new provinces in Punjab
may become inevitable and also issues
of political boundaries will come into
play. The new headcount may well
result in the reduction of Punjab seats
in the National Assembly, transferring
them to the other federating units. The
obvious beneficiary will be Sindh.
The 1998 census were manipulated to
maintain the population supremacy of
Punjab. This time Sindh is extremely
weary of it. It has already started
raising red flags.
The picture within Sindh is also
not pretty. The reality check of the
initial euphoria was that 30 percent of
the province’s population is without
Computerized National Identity Cards.
This is bad news. The rising number of
Pashtuns in Karachi and the declining
number of Urdu-speaking population
will also have political ramifications
that many would like to avoid – a
trend already indicated in the 1998
census.
Another phenomenon that impacts

Punjab stands to lose its political
power as its population has not
increased at the same rate as that of
other provinces.

both Sindh and Punjab is the growing
urbanization of Pakistan, which is one
of the fastest urbanizing countries in
South Asia. Now more than half the
country’s population may be living in
urban areas. As per some estimates,
Pakistan is actually 60 percent urban.
The urban areas account for around
80 percent of the country’s GDP and
almost all the country’s tax revenues.
In Sindh, this is good news for MQM
and bad news for the Pakistan People’s
Party.
The MQM both fears and doubts
Sindh Government’s intentions. It
claims that the blocks in urban areas
of Sindh were counted as 47.7 percent
during the last census but for the
current census, the blocks have been
reduced to 45 percent which is not a
fair possibility. Farooq Sattar accused
the government of “pre-census
rigging.” He also said that those who
migrated to the province during the
last 18 years for economic purposes
should not be termed permanent
residents of Sindh, indicating his fears
of Pashtun migrants in the city.
Karachi has witnessed an estimated
increase of 4 percent per annum
in its population, mainly because
of the massive influx of migrants in
recent years. The city’s population is
projected to have more than doubled
since 1998. Karachi’s growth is parallel
to none; no other city anywhere else
in the world, at any time in human
history, has ever experienced such
an enormous growth rate. It has
turned Karachi into a demographic

pressure cooker of about 23 million
inhabitants. Karachi’s population grew
more than 80% between 2000 and
2010 alone. Presently, an estimated
5 million residents are Pashtun which
make about 20 percent of the city’s
entire population.
For Punjab, the urbanization, if
properly accounted for in the census,
will have both political and economic
ramifications. Its urban population
is pegged at 31.3 percent. Lahore’s
population as registered in the 1998
census was 6.3 million– only 8.6
percent of the overall urban population
of Punjab. With Lahore’s share of the
urban population of Punjab going down
even further, questions may validly
be raised about the disproportionate
resources allocated to the provincial
capital at the expense of the rest of
Punjab. This is a brasstack issue in
the developmental politics of Punjab
and PML (N)’s claims to the glory of
Punjab.
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) may
have suffered the most at the hands
of war on terror and the inflow of
population from FATA from where
people have also moved to Sindh and
Balochistan. However, the move to
make FATA as part of KPK is being
welcomed, as it will bring the tribal
areas into the national mainstream.
This has great political advantages:
the swell in population numbers
will allow the province to have more
seats in the National Assembly, enjoy
a larger share in the NFC Award
and have integrated governance.
SOUTHASIA • April 2017
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Interestingly, Aftab Sherpao, chief
of the Qaumi Watan Party and an
ally of the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf,
has claimed that a conspiracy to
undermine the “Pakhtun majority” in
the country’s population was being
hatched by the federal government.
He termed any attempt to do so to be
worse than rigging in national polls.
In Sindh both the major ethnic groups
led by Sindh nationalist parties and
MQM have shown a similar concern
due to Pashtuns' presence in the city.
Baloch nationalists have also
voiced their reservations, Sardar
Ataullah Khan Mengal being the
most vocal. One million migrants are
present in Balochistan. The Baloch
nationalists fear that they may be
marginalized by the Pashtuns. The
Baloch concern is that the inclusion
of over a million Afghan refugees,
many of whom carry Pakistani
CNICs, will further marginalize the
native Baloch. The National Party of
Balochistan President and Minister for
Ports and Shipping, Mir Hasil Bizenjo
had said that the situation could be
marred if the census was conducted
in the presence of Afghan refugees
in Balochistan. “The positive results
of the ongoing efforts to improve the
state of affairs in Balochistan can
produce negative consequences. First,

a mini-census of Afghan refugees
should be carried out and they should
be confined to camps. Only then, can
there can be room for national census
in Balochistan,” he has said.
The unaccounted for population
growth in Pakistan becomes even
more problematic because of the
alien factor. The policymakers of
Pakistan are clueless about the
Afghan, Bengali and Burmese, to
name a few communities now living
permanently in Pakistan. The rise of
religious seminaries and the students
coming from the Middle East, Africa
and even Europe are also not formally
accounted for or recorded. The Afghan
refugees will be counted in the
exercise but many are not registered
as refugees. However, the fact that all
the persons living in Pakistan will be
in the scope of the population census,
including dual nationals is a step in
the right direction. However, no one
seems to be happy though everybody
had demanded for a census. Besides
smaller provinces and ethnic and
religious minorities, women’s rights
groups, have all voiced concerns over
the process.
The country has been run on
“guesstimates,” says Dr. Abid Sulari,
head of the Sustainable Development
Policy Institute. This cannot go on any

further. The census exercise is costing
Pakistan about $178 million which
should not go to waste and, more
importantly, should not exacerbate
existing conflicts. The only remedy is
complete transparency. The quality of
the data must stand above reproach
and skepticism. One strategy can
be to immediately release
the
data and its availability to research
communities. This could be a
resolution mechanism, as conflicts
are in the making. The provincial
governments should participate in
ensuring a credible consensus. They
are now stakeholders. A blame game
should be avoided at all costs. And
last, but not the least, are the status
quo political parties of Pakistan
prepared to let go and work with new
ground realities? The last footnote
is saddening as the census is being
held because of the Supreme Court’s
intervention and military support.
Will the Federal Governmrnt again
need their support to implement the
census results?

Dr. Huma Baqai is an Associate
Professor in the Department
of Social Sciences and
Liberal Arts at the Institute
of Business Administration,
Karachi.
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Upheaval and
Discord

The 2017 Census is likely to produce more problems than solutions. It may create further
dissensions between provinces and serve to change the political map in a way that the
country’s politicians are not prepared for.
By Dr. Moonis Ahmar

U

sually the Population Census in
a country should be held after
every 10 years but in Pakistan it
is being held after 19 years. As a result,
fears, suspicions and mistrust in some
segments of society about the 2017
census tend to augment controversy
and conflict in the country. The 1973
Constitution of Pakistan also makes it
mandatory for the government to hold
national census after every 10 years
and it was only after the stand taken
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by the former Chief Justice of Pakistan,
Anwar Zaheer Jamali to hold a census,
that the concerned officials were
forced to comply with the position of
the superior judiciary.
Why a census? This should be a
routine matter but it has become so
controversial. Why are there fears
among some people and political
parties about the 2017 census and
how could such concerns and fears
be dispelled? How can the census, if

done professionally and fairly, help
in the proper distribution of resources
and the national and provincial
assemblies?
The sixth national census in
Pakistan is termed as a major
challenge in getting data based on five
major requirements. First, the number
of people living in a house. second,
whether they are living in the rural
or the urban area. third, the language
which they speak and the religion they

belong to. Fourth, their age and gender
and, finally, their level of education
and if they are economically active.
Why the national census is made
an issue and how can transparency
and credibility be ensured by those
who are responsible for conducting
such a gigantic exercise? Can the
national census bring a qualitative
change in the political landscape of
Pakistan or will it augment the level
of polarization between and among
different diversified communities?
These are the questions raised about
the pros and cons of the census.
Pakistan’s population is now roughly
200 million, which is the sixth largest
in the world. In 2011, the Housing
Census was criticized for several
faults pertaining to the rural and urban
population, particularly in Punjab and
Sindh. Talking to journalists, recently,
the Sindh Chief Minister Murad Ali
Shah made it clear that “keeping
statistics collected daily in the house
and population census secret will
create apprehensions. I don’t ask for
the release of the complete data. But
the number of houses and people in a
particular block should be shared.”
Holding national census in a
problematic country like Pakistan is
an uphill task because of four main
reasons. First, local resistance on the
part of various political groups and
parties who are suspicious of the
very purpose of census and consider
it as an act of manipulation to further
deprive the disempowered segments
of society. Some have demanded that
Afghan refugees and other illegal
migrants must be excluded and should
not be part of the census because if
they are included, then the native
Baloch population in Balochistan will
be further marginalized in their own
province.
Second, there are reservations,
particularly in Sindh, about internal
migrants and their inclusion in the
census will undermine the interests of
the local population. The perception
in the two provinces is that the
census will compromise on their
demographic position if outsiders,
whether foreigners, or those from other
provinces, are kept on board as far as
the national census is concerned. Third,
the trust gap between the government
and the people, particularly in those
areas where there exist ethnic and
lingual discords and conflicts over
the distribution of resources, also
deepens doubts about the holding
of census. The perception that the
census will be manipulated to benefit
Punjab, which is the biggest province

of Pakistan, may be misplaced but it
exists. Since the seats of the national
and provincial assemblies, allocation
of funds for provinces in the national
financial award and distribution of
resources in the national budget, are
made on the basis of the results of the
census, the alarm of some communities
is justified. Unfortunately, despite the
assurances provided by the federal
government about the transparency
of the national census, mistrust and
suspicion still exist.
Finally, there exist reservations
about the correct compiling of data
which will be gathered from the house
and national census because of the
unprofessionalism and inefficiency of
the concerned authorities. When some
people can raise their doubts over the
credibility of the election commission,
one can expect similar reservations
against the conduct of the census
authorities. Already, voices have been
raised from various quarters about
criteria not being followed while this
was done in the 1998 census. Marking
each and every unit, apartment and
house and not just one building as
has been alleged now. Filling of
forms by pencil, instead of ballpoint,
particularly in Karachi, also raises
criticism about the manner in which the
census is being conducted. Therefore,
the concerned authorities will have
to be very careful and methodical
while conducting census since one
single mistake could jeopardize the
entire exercise. The appropriation of
200,000 personnel from the Army
for conducting the national census
shows the gigantic nature of the
task. However, the engagement of
security personnel reflects the lack
of capacity and capability of the civil
administration to do the job.
When the census is completed
and data about the population of
Pakistan, divided into rural-urban,
lingual, ethnic, gender, youth, city,
district and provincial levels is made
public, one can expect some backlash
from those circles who since the
beginning had been expressing their
reservations on the holding of the
census with unprofessional tools.
But, perfection is not guaranteed in a
task which has political ramifications.
When the entire process of the census
is made controversial and vested
interest groups leave no opportunity
to launch their tirade on the methods
of conducting the census, one can
expect more and more polarization in
the country.
Holding of the national census
after 19 years is considered a daunting

task, particularly when there exists
deep-rooted mistrust and suspicion.
For this reason, for several years the
census was kept in abeyance because
the government was not willing to
take the risk as holding of the national
census was considered a ‘time bomb.’
Now when such a risk has been taken,
it is time to do it in a professional and
transparent manner so that Pakistan
can claim to have met a challenge
termed as crucial and critical.
The holding of the census a year
before the general elections scheduled
in the summer of 2018 can have
widespread implications. Allocation
of seats for national and provincial
assemblies at the provincial, divisional,
city and district levels will have to
be re-demarcated on the basis of the
data received from the census. Such
a demarcation may not be acceptable
to some political parties. What is the
solution to dispel fears and suspicions
emanating from the current holding
of national census and how can the
government, which is responsible
for ensuring transparency, ensure
credibility of the process? The results
of the census can lead to demands
for the re-demarcation of districts
and divisions and the creation of new
provinces in Pakistan. The demand for
the creation of Saraiki, Bahawalpur
and Hazara provinces is not a new
phenomenon and has not materialized
because of the lack of consensus
among the relevant stakeholders.
Will the holding of census and
its results open a Pandora’s Box and
cause major political instability
in Pakistan? To a large extent, if
transparency is not maintained in
national census, it will definitely lead
to large-scale resentment, particularly
in Sindh, including Karachi, and in
Balochistan. Old issues which for long
had caused polarization between the
provinces may reappear. Distribution
of water managed by the Indus River
System Authority (IRSA) has faced
enough problems dealing with such
grievances, particularly of the lower
riparian regions of the country. The
results of the census will also impact
the distribution of river water for
irrigation and the royalty given to
provinces on account of production of
hydel power, oil and gas. There could
be a great upheaval if the 6th national
census lacks transparency and a nonprofessional handling of its results.

The writer is Meritorious
Professor of International
Relations at the University of
Karachi.
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Authenticity and
Apprehension
Without addressing the concerns raised by different segments of society about holding
the census in 2017, the whole exercise will become useless.
By Nafees Siddiqui

M

any circles are showing
concern over the census which
is taking place in Pakistan after
19 years. The Pakistan People’s Party
Parliamentarians has challenged in the
court the way the census is being carried
out. The government should remove
these concerns as soon as possible so that
when the census exercise is completed,
no one would reject its results.
It has been customary to express
concerns regarding general elections but
a census has never been that controversial in the past. The establishment from
its past experiences knows that there is
no need to take issues raised by political
sections seriously because the same
political parties accept the results of
general elections and subsequently will
also accept results of the census as well.
Similarly, objections and apprehensions
regarding domestic and foreign policies
of the country are shrugged off and
power-wielding circles do what they
deem right in the “greater interest of
the country.” But the time has come to
change this attitude. Now the country
cannot afford to have general elections,
internal or external policies and a census
which is controversial.
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According to the Constitution,
there should have been seven
censuses since 1951 in Pakistan. The
decennial population census is not
only a constitutional requirement, but
also a requisite for better planning.
Unfortunately, we are holding the 6th
census instead of the 8th and there are
already doubts about its veracity. The
basic reason for this is that whenever a
census was held in Pakistan, its results
were formulated on political basis. These
results were not true. The establishment
decided on its own what was in favour
of Pakistan. Earlier it was decided to
accept in the greater interest of the
country that the population of East and
West Pakistan was equal and a concept
of parity was introduced. However, it is
not fair that while five persons in one
part of the country are given five rotis,
the same number of rotis are given to
eight persons in another part of the
country. The argument in favour of this
approach was that this would strengthen
Pakistan.
From 1951 to 1998, five censuses
were conducted and the influential
authorities who are concerned about
Pakistan decided on their own that if

real data of censuses were shared, it
would undermine national unity and
stability. Hence, they engineered the
desired results of the census to save the
country.
Apprehensions concerning this
census are based on the afore-mentioned
reasons. Like the general elections and
domestic and foreign policies, the census
has also been made controversial in the
eyes of the people. Every national and
ethnic party has become sentimental
about it as every group wants to show its
population as being more. In the past,
a few groups were taught how to show
a greater population. A lot has changed
since then. Pakistan’s establishment
does not enjoy the same liberty it used
to earlier. As such, the census process
should be transparent and devised in
the way the people are demanding.
The census this time is taking
place at a juncture when the world is
witnessing great developments and
a new horizon has emerged in the
history of Pakistan. Due to the Pakistan
China Economic Corridor, Pakistan has
become a centre of development in Asia.
Foreign investment is flooding into the
country. In the absence of an authentic

census, Pakistan would have difficulty
in chalking out its future planning and
foreign investment would also lack
reliable data. Thus, a correct census
is the need of the hour. International
conspiracies against Pakistan are also
escalating due to its increasing strategic
and economic significance. If this census
is mishandled, we can only imagine
how the anti-Pakistan elements will

exploit this. The dignity of the Pakistan
Army is also at stake because the census
is being held under the supervision of
Army.
Today, “the greater interest of the
country” is to get rid of the traditional
approach of the establishment and
make sure that a faultless and accurate
census is held. Whatever the truth of the
data that emanates from this exercise,

we need not be afraid of it. What is
mandatory is that all the concerns
regarding the census are appropriately
addressed.

Nafees Siddiqui is a senior politician
and a former member of the
Senate. He is also a lawyer
at the Supreme Court of
Pakistan.

“Census 2017 was essential
for the country’s future.”
Dr. Zeba Sathar, Country Director, Population Council,
Pakistan, replies to questions from SouthAsia Magazine:
Why has the census been delayed in
Pakistan for so long?
After 1998, the next census was
scheduled for 2008. Many of the
preparations of materials, including
questionnaires, date back to then. At
that time the census was delayed due to
political uncertainty. However, in 2011
the Housing census was conducted, but
unfortunately the results leaked out while
they did not represent the full population
count. The house listing was declared
null and void and the Population census
postponed indefinitely. The postponement
is of nine years. Far too long by any
standards.
Are you satisfied with the manner
census is being conducted now?
Let me say that I am pleased that
the census is underway. It may not be a
perfect census but it was really necessary.
There will be ways to utilize the rich and
essential data that is being collected even
if it is not 100% accurate.
What will be the impact of the
requirement of CNICs for the census
as these were not required in previous
censuses? How will this affect the
count?
The CNICs really started much later
after the 1998 census, in response to
a need for registration. The census is a
totally different exercise to registration.
Ideally, registration should focus also on
a system of birth and death registration
which we do not have.
CNIC registration is not complete,
especially in the rural and remote areas.
It also serves a totally different purpose
to the important objective of counting
all those living in Pakistan (with the
proviso that they must be counted in the
place where they have resided for the
last six months). Therefore, mixing CNIC
checking with the census is not ideal.

Recording the CNIC should be optional
and was announced as such even on
TV. It is essential that households and
members should be counted whether
or not a CNIC is produced.
The Supreme Court has passed
a judgment that details about
people belonging to the Sikh
religion and the handicapped
also be included in the census.
What are your comments on this?
Counting minorities is an essential
part of the census and so is the accurate
counting of those persons with disabilities.
The short Form 2 which is currently being
administered does not have the provision
of the code to record Sikhs, while this
could have easily been accommodated.
Disabilities were to be recorded later in
Form 2A. So now with the court order on
disabilities, we are squeezing two major
characteristics in one column on sex, and
I fear it will compromise data on sex ratios
and furthermore disabilities will not be
properly recorded.
What are the deficiencies of the
present census exercise, if any?
I wish that some of the avoidable
deficiencies had been corrected. Having
female interviewers would have made a
huge difference in recording of numbers of
females, female-headed households and
generally in the accuracy of households
and population census which is likely to
find female respondents on the day of
the visit. Only 2400 female interviewers
have been recruited among 80,000-plus
enumerators. Additional efforts to include
more women enumerators would have
had a huge pay off and was a necessity.
More flexibility in accommodating
essential information in the short Form
has led to issues like the recording of
disability and sex in one column. This
could have been avoided if there had

been more consultations on the necessary
information to be included in the “short
Form.” The main constraint is that the
Forms had been printed already way back
a few years ago and cannot be changed.
But as I said earlier, despite its
shortcomings, the census 2017 was
essential for the state of the country’s
future health and survival. The best we
can hope for is that the predictable pitfalls
will be avoided next time.

About Dr. Zeba Sathar
Dr. Zeba Sathar is a senior associate
and Country Director of the
Population Council, Pakistan. Prior to
joining the Council in 1994, she was
chief of research and demography at
the Pakistan Institute of Development
Economics and a population consultant
with the World Bank in Islamabad.
She is a recipient of the Tamgha-iImtiaz in 2006 in recognition of her
services to the development sector in
Pakistan. She is also the first Pakistani
to be elected to the governing council
of the International Union for the
Scientific Study of Population. She
has a PhD in medical demography
from the London School of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine and an MSc in
demography from the London School
of Economics.
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Headcount
Matters
Will Pakistan’s 6th census really help policymakers to plan ahead or is it just an exercise
that is being conducted because the Supreme Court has said so?
By Khawaja Amer

T

he first phase of the sixth national
population census – the first in
19 years – started on 15th March
across the country amid apprehensions,
confusion and uncertainties as the
civil society fears that the ‘census
may not go as planned.’ Civil society
activists demand inclusion of lady
teachers and health workers in the
census teams so that the collection
of data is not affected by cultural and
communication barriers. The Sindh
Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah
has set up a 'Census Complaint Cell'
at the Chief Minister’s House with two
landline phones. He said, “Let us see
what they are doing and we would
get it verified and there would be no
compromise on its transparency and
accuracy.” An accurate and up-to-date
headcount requires transparency and
use of modern tools as any slackness
may change the complexion of
demography adversely, affecting the
essence of democracy and equitable
distribution of the billions of rupees of
public money which solely depends
on the latest population data.
Inhibitions of the Senators of Sindh,
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Balochistan
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and the Federally Administered Tribal
Areas (Fata) about transparency in
the census require that the Census
Commissioner dispel the suspicions.
They have very rightly argued that if
manipulated, the results of the census
could lead to serious divisions among
the federating units. Their observations
stand on reason when we read the
comments of Prof. Mehtab Karim, an
expert on demographic studies and a
member of the Expert Committee of
the Federal Bureau of Statistics, who,
while briefing the Standing Committee
of the Senate on Statistics and Finance,
revealed that five to six million people
from Sindh were found missing in the
1998 census. He further revelead that
a) according to the last census more
than one million people had migrated
to Sindh, mainly to Karachi, 10 years
prior to the 1998 census, and results of
1998 showed a decline only in Sindh
in the average number of persons per
household, but showed increase in the
rest of the provinces.
The doubt about transparency
gets further weight as, instead of
conducting
a
technology-based
population census in this high-tech era,

the census is being conducted through
nineteenth century archaic methods.
The possibility of manipulation of the
process by organized political, regional
and ethnic parties, interest groups and
others persists and cannot be ruled out
if the hackneyed manual methods are
adopted for the 6th population poll
once again. There is a fear that since
the enumerators are generally lowpaid government servants, they can
be easily persuaded to fill in details
in the pro-forma such as number of
people living in a certain house as
dictated to them by certain politically
motivated inhabitants. They may not
bother to verify these details and this
may increase the headcount, making
the entire exercise questionable.
It is pertinent to mention here that
unusual population statistics emerging
from Sindh, especially Karachi,
Balochistan and Punjab, had forced the
PPP Prime Minister Yousuf Raza Gilani
to scrap the census in 2011 although an
enormous amount of money, around Rs
3 billion had already been spent on it.
In 2011, in pursuance of the decision
of the Council of Common Interests
(CCI), the Housing Listing Operation

(HLO) was completed from April 5
to May 5, with the exception of some
areas where it could not be carried out
mainly due to weather and security
issues. It is obvious that conducting a
census is essential for every county.
The MQM has also moved
the Supreme Court over alleged
manipulation in selected divisions of
the country, including Karachi. After
filing a petition in the Karachi registry
of the apex court, MQM Pakistan
chief, Dr Farooq Sattar told reporters
that there were severe anomalies
in the pre-census process of block
count which could be termed as "precensus rigging," because the blocks
of urban areas were decreasing in
the 6th census. The blocks in urban
areas of Sindh were counted as 47.65
per cent during the last census but
for the 6th census, these blocks have
been reduced to show increased rural
and decreased urban population, he
claimed, accusing the government of
manipulating the census to compile
flawed voter lists which would favour
the ruling party.
On the other hand, the Sindh Chief
Minister Murad Ali Shah, in a letter
to the Federal Finance Minister Ishaq
Dar, has suggested that the compulsory
condition of CNIC/SNIC be relaxed as
a number of those living in the rural
areas did not have it. He said they may
be allowed to establish their identity
through other forms of identification.
“This will ensure that the exercise is
conducted in a transparent manner
and becomes acceptable to all,” the
letter said. Besides, in his letter he
also mentioned that for transparency,
copies of reports compiled at the
local and sub-divisional level - which
tally the number of people - should
be made available to the Province.
However, the request was denied.
Consequently, Pakistan Peoples Party
has petitioned the Supreme Court to
make these results available to public
and not wait for the compilation of
data from Islambad by Pakistan Bureau
of Statistics.
According to a report, Senator Mir
Kabir, highlighting the woes faced by
various Baloch clans, argues that the
census would produce faulty results if
conducted in the present environment
as between 700,000 and 900,000
people had migrated mainly to Karachi
from six districts of Balochistan due
to the law and order situation and if
they were to be counted in Karachi
instead of their home districts, the
results may upset the demography of
the province.
According to an AFP report, many
local officials fear Afghans could be

counted as locals which will skew
demography in favour of ethnic
Pashtuns in Balochistan, whose political
parties would benefit as a result. On
the other hand, the estimated six
million Pakistanis working abroad will
not be counted. No information will
be collected on internal migration –
necessary to assess the political weight
of a province where many people
have moved for economic reasons.
This information will be the subject
of a separate subsequent survey based
on a large sample of the population,
according to authorities.
A piece published in Dawn's
special report on the census under
the caption ‘Population census 2017:
Why this extensive exercise will
be defective’ says, “It also appears
that
professional
demographers
privy to pre-census preparations are
concerned about the exercise. At the
centre of it all, Pakistan Bureau of
Statistics (PBS) insiders requesting
anonymity say that the government is
devoid of commitment and is merely
fulfilling the Supreme Court’s directive
instructing the Bureau to get on with
the exercise because the census is a
constitutional obligation. According to
them, the PBS, in control of planning,
preparation and the rolling out of the
exercise, was determined to ensure
that the army lends credibility to the
operation so that all stakeholders
accept the results. The previous army
chief had refused to lend more than
42,500 troops, hence the delay in
holding the census. Meanwhile, there
has been no effort to conduct precensus preparatory operations which
would have meant a thorough pilot
census.”
There seems to be serious gaps
in planning and execution of the
headcount which may affect credibility
of the exercise. In the presence of
such opinions about the current
census, will it be possible to satisfy
the aggrieved parties? Some sections
still argue that the NADRA database is
good enough for most policy purposes
and an enormous and extensive
census exercise is not necessary.
“When requisite data is available with
NADRA, it is hardly a national priority
to waste billions over census, that too
with budget deficits compounded by
monsoons and IMF breathing down
our neck,” says a source in Islamabad.
However, Haris Gazdar, a senior
research fellow at the Collective for
Social Science Research in Karachi,
which conducts regular social policy
research, points out that although
NADRA registration has become
mandatory for adult citizens, there

remain major gaps in the database. A
lot of poorer and marginalized people,
particularly women, are still outside
the NADRA database. Use of NADRA
data will bias analysis and policymaking against those who are the
poorest and most vulnerable to begin
with. It will disadvantage regions
where registration is low. According to
NADRA, the reasons for showing lack
of interest can be attributed to: a) low
level of literacy. b) persons on attaining
the age of l8 do not come forward to
obtain their identity cards voluntarily
and apply only when compelling
requirements to produce their national
identity cards arise c) females living
in rural areas do not apply for their
national identity cards d) poor people
in rural and far flung areas, who do
not own any property and have no
intention to come to urban areas for
seeking employment, do not obtain
their identity cards.
All said and done, demographers,
economists and social scientists
unanimously favour census data
because neither any customized
survey nor other databases, including
NADRA, can be a substitute for the
census. It would have greatly helped
matters if in this census, state-of-theart technology for enumeration and
tabulation of data had been used to
eliminate the errors which may crop up
when data is digitized later. Absence
of a census complicates many other
tasks the state needs to complete.
For example, former Secretary ECP,
Kanwar Dilshad, says the main reason
for the 2013 election fiasco was that
the returning officers were required to
get such a high number of ballot papers
printed “because 2013 elections were
conducted on the basis of an outdated
census, without fresh delimitations.”
Kamal Siddiqui, a well-known
journalist, writes, “The challenge
of course will be to ensure that not
only do people report correctly but
that those who are collecting the
information do recording in a clear
and transparent manner. Various
countries have devised different ways
to counter biases and mis-declaration.
In one instance, people were expected
to stand outside their houses at a
certain time on a certain day and
pictures were taken by satellite to
ensure accuracy.”
As a matter-of-fact, the government
is fully aware of the enormous
challenges but then there is no way
out for it but to submit to the judgment
of the Supreme Court.

The writer
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Better Late
Than Never
After nearly two decades, Pakistan has woken up to the necessity
of holding a population census.
By S.G. Jeelani

E

lsewhere it may not be a major
news, because periodic population
census is routine in all civilized
societies. It not only shows the number
of people living in a country, along
with their gender and age groups, the
trend of growth since the last count,
but a lot of other information. For
example, it shows the level of literacy
and education, occupations, languages
spoken, religions being practiced, etc.
census data enables policymakers to
plan for a progressive society.
But Pakistan is exceptional. Like
in many other fields here too, it has
chalked its own unenviable course.
It had started normally, though, with
a census after every 10 years. After
Independence in 1947, it held the first
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census in 1951; the second in 1961.
The third was conducted in 1972, due
to the military operation in East Pakistan
and the war with India in 1971 that
resulted in East Pakistan’s secession.
The fourth census was organised in
March 1981. Afterwards, the chain
broke for no valid reason. So, the fifth
one due in 1991 was held in March,
1998, after a 17-year break.
Delaying the census serves
dishonest politicians, because it helps
avoid delimitation of constituencies
afresh, based on the latest population
figures. This was why there was
objection from some quarters to hold
the census at all, because elections are
due next year.
The seats in the National Assembly

are allocated to each province, tribal
areas, Fata and Islamabad Capital
Territory (ICT) on the basis of the
population in accordance with the
last census under Article-51(3) of the
Constitution. Besides, distribution of
funds among the federation and the
provinces is made through the National
Finance Commission (NFC). Article160(2) speaks about the formation
of the NFC award which is heavily
depedent on census figures. The quota
for recruitment to federal posts is
worked out on the basis of population
ratios as given by the census. The first
five censuses were undertaken with
the legal cover of census Ordinance,
1959. The 6th census is being held
under the legal cover of the General

Statistics (Re-organization) Act, 2011.
Governments in the past continued
to buckle under political arm-twisting
and failed to arrange the house listing
and population census that has created
many problems, the most crucial being
the lack of updated, accurate data for
planning and policymaking.
However, the previous Chief Justice
must be given credit for taking suo
moto notice and forcing the Federal
Government,
particularly
Nawaz
Sharif, that with Panamagate and all
his problems, he has firmly stuck to
the decision to hold the census. The
government has ignored dissenting
voices for the reason that the process,
due in 2008, is already nine years
behind schedule, and if it were to be
deferred once again, it might not be
organised in many years to come due
to unseen pulls and pressures.
Despite reservations aired by the
National Party (NP) of Balochistan, an
ally of the prime minister at the federal
and provincial levels, the government
is going ahead with the census as per
the timeframe, decided by the Supreme
Court. Still the NP President and
Minister for Ports and Shipping, Mir
Hasil Bizenjo has been apprehensive
that the presence of Afghan refugees
could dilute the results. He said
that “The positive results of the ongoing efforts to improve the state of
affairs in Balochistan can produce
negative consequences”. Therefore,
he proposed that first a mini-census
of Afghan refugees should be carried
out and they should be confined to
camps. Only then, there can be room
for national census in Balochistan,” he
said.
For the first time, transsexuals
will be counted separately. But only
nine of the country's estimated 70
communities will be listed. The smaller
ones will be ignored. The exercise
will provide some insight into the
correct number of religious minorities,
especially Christians and Hindus.
Citizens can declare themselves
Muslim, Christian, Hindu or Ahmadi.
Otherwise, they can be “members
of scheduled castes” — members
of marginalized Hindu families, or
“other.” There are no separate options
for Sikhs, Parsis or Baha'is. Many local
officials fear Afghans could be counted
as local and skew demography in favour
of ethnic Pashtuns, whose political
parties would benefit as a result.
No regional languages from
sparsely populated areas such as
Gilgit-Baltistan will be included nor
will Gujarati, which is spoken by Parsis
and other Muslim immigrants from
India.

Delaying the census serves dishonest
politicians, because it helps avoid
delimitation of constituencies afresh,
based on the latest population figures.
Notably, all overseas Pakistanis
will not be included. “Only those
expatriates who left the country less
than six months ago will be counted,”
Chief Statistician Asif Bajwa told this
to reporters after releasing data on
inflation at the Statistics House. This
new rule sets approximately seven
million Pakistanis, mostly labourers
from Balochistan, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa,
and Azad Jammu-Kashmir working in
the Middle East, outside the count.
Mr. Bajwa said that Pakistanis who
had been abroad for more than six
months would not be counted as part
of Pakistan’s population. This would
mean leaving out practically the entire
Pakistani Diaspora and limiting the
census to show only the number of
people actually residing in Pakistan.
The government has not bothered to
explain the logic behind this decision.
The census will be condudcted
in two phases with the assistance of
army personnel to ensure its watertight
transparency despite opposition by
certain political elements.
The government would make efforts
to ensure that the Afghan refugees

living in Balochistan and Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa are not listed in the
census. Problems will arise, however,
where Afghans have managed to get
Pakistani national identity cards.
The census will be conducted
manually by the enumerators who,
because they are low paid government
servants, can be easily manipulated to
writing down details, like the number
of people in a household, in the
specific proforma provided to them.
The census personnel would not verify
the members of the families physically.
Although troops will oversee the
operation to ensure transparency, but
they also cannot perform the duty of
physically verifying the number of
people in each household. Therefore
some inflation of figures cannot be
avoided.
Yet, it is gratifying that the census is
being held in Pakistan at last to prove
the truth of the maxim: “Better late
than never.”

The writer is a senior political
analyst and former editor of
Southasia.
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Myth
and
Reality
Beyond developing conventional and nuclear arms,
Pakistan must work on its image and reduce extremism
and intolerance. To do this, it needs a wise, competent,
honest and visionary leadership.
By Mirza Aqeel Baig

T

he IMF and some other financial
institutions have appreciated the
recent economic performance of
Pakistan. It is true that there are signs
of modest economic recovery under
the current government and some
macroeconomic indicators are positive.
Though the economic indicators do
currently show a bit of improvement
but hyperbolic claims of extraordinary
economic recovery by the Ishaq Darled government machinery present
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an exaggerated picture which is not
verifiable by the ground realities.
According the 1st quarterly report of FY17
of Pakistan’s central bank, the country is
set to achieve 5% economic growth after
almost a decade, during the current fiscal
year but this is unfortunately a far cry for
a developing country such as Pakistan.
The challenge that the country needs to
focus on is to achieve and maintain at
least an 8% economic growth rate for
a sufficiently long period. China, South

Korea and other success stories of recent
years have achieved this growth rate.
A high sustainable economic growth
rate is the pre-requisite of development
and this cannot be managed without
resolving underlying structural issues
and rigidities in any country. The Pakistan
government’s policies do not seem to
address these issues and are concerned
merely with cosmetic dressing. In the
backdrop of widening of the current
account and fiscal deficits, it can’t be
said very optimistically that Pakistan’s
economic policies would be able to
improve low saving and private sector
investment rates and tax to GDP ratio
coupled with rising cost push factors in
the near future.
A look at the real sector performance
shows that the large scale manufacturing
(LSM) sector has been irresponsive to (i)
a record low interest rate (ii) enhanced
availability of energy and (iii) reduction in
power tariffs. All the government efforts
to enhance industrial activities have not
yet been effective. This is evident from
dismal LSM growth of approximately 4%
during FY16 which further dropped to
2.2% in Q1 FY17. The textile sector, the
largest sub-sector of Pakistan’s industry
is in disarray with negative growth in
Q1 FY17. Industrial revival is the key to
achieve economic success because it has
the highest propensity to save, grow and
earn profit. There is a need to evaluate
the weaknesses and strengths of the
country’s industry and industrial policy
objectively without further delay.
The performance of Pakistan’s
agricultural sector is also in need of
immediate attention. Cotton production
missed the target by a significant margin.
A decline in the sowing area of the
cotton crop has been reported in Punjab.
Similarly, rice production has also
dropped for the third consecutive year.
Overall, the agricultural growth rate has
been less than 3% during the tenure
of the current government in Pakistan.
This means that any positive impact

of the “Kissan Package” announced by
the government is yet to be seen even
when the Nawaz government is about
to complete its fourth year. Industry and
agriculture taken together are referred to as
the real sector and it would be difficult for
anyone to accept any claim of economic
turnaround without improvement in the
performance of the real sector.
External Sector
In this modern era of open economy,
countries are urged to stimulate economic
growth by promoting exports. Pakistan
became an open economy in the early
1980s but its experience of export-led
growth did not pay off in the past and
the current government is repeating the
same mistake of inaction committed in
the past. Pakistan’s exports have been
stagnant at around $20-25 billion for
quite a few years; in fact, Pakistani
exports have been on a declining path
for the past two years. The country’s share
in world exports has shrunken and it is
losing its export competitiveness. At the
moment, Pakistan’s export-to-GDP ratio
is 10% while it is 40% in case of other
major emerging economies. As such,
Pakistan does not have very hopeful
future prospects. The fall in demand for
traditional exports and the expected
surge in the international oil price pose
a serious challenge for the policymakers.
In an ideal scenario, export receipts
should be sufficient to finance the import
bill of a country. Unfortunately Pakistan’s
import bill is almost twice as much as its
export income. Fortunately, remittances
have been a great source of financing
the country’s trade deficit in the past.
According to a report of the State Bank
of Pakistan for the first quarter of FY17,
remittances showed a decline for the first
time in four years. In this situation, the
country’s external sector is expected to
remain vulnerable and volatile.
Global Competitiveness
According to the global competitive
index 2016-17, Pakistan’s rank is 122
out of 138 countries after improvement
by four ranks, while the World Economic
Forum observed that the country is still
facing tough challenges, supposedly twin
deficits and a low saving rate. The slight
four-rank improvement is not enough in
view of the fact that it is still the lowest
ranking in the South Asian region.
Countries such as Bhutan, Bangladesh and
Nepal are better placed than Pakistan.
Debt
In Pakistan, total debt as a percentage
of GDP has increased rapidly during FY16
and climbed up to 72.5%. It was 69% in
the previous year. The total debt taken by
the current government is more than Rs.
6000 billion. The government acquired
$6.64 billion form the IMF during FY16
which is the largest amount borrowed by
a Pakistani government in a single year.

Th country’s foreign exchange reserves
increased by $4.4 billion only. With
persistent imbalance in the external sector,
it can be predicted that Pakistan will have
to seek further loans to repay this huge
debt against even more strict conditions.
This will further jeopardize its economic
sovereignty. The government has already
assured the IMF that it will increase prices
of utilities such as electricity and gas. In
spite of the enormous increase in the size
of the debt, the government’s actions do
not demonstrate a workable strategy to get
rid of the gnawing problem. According
to the Managing Director of the IMF,
Christine Lagarde, the huge size of debt
coupled with the interest payment —
foreshadowing the development budget
— constitutes a major impediment in
Pakistan achieving high sustainable
growth.
In retrospect, debt-driven growth
has been bound to increase our foreign
dependence, leading to a decline in
economic sovereignty. Despite creating
so much hype about tax reforms,
Pakistan’s tax-to-GDP ratio is only 10%
- among the lowest in the world. There
is a need to mobilize the country’s
domestic resources, though the state
should be mindful of the fact that without
contributions from all sections of society,
it would be difficult to become selfreliant. Even achieving a high sustainable
growth rate would remain wishful
thinking. However, imposition of income
tax on agriculture might be a significant
step in this regard.
CPEC
The Pakistan government has not been
paying adequate attention to all areas
of significance. Its efforts to revive the
economy are one-dimensional rather than
comprehensive. The government is overly
relying on the China Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) to put the economy on
track for sustainable development. In
order to move towards any coherence, the
country needs to accept the challenges
associated with CPEC.

CPEC does have the potential to be
a game-changer. It would continue to
lead to the development of infrastructure,
industrial zones, meet the energy
shortage, and power breakdowns and is
likely to promote the railway network.
The Gawadar Port has become a reality
and CPEC is attracting investment as well.
Moreover, there are prospects for some
fifty countries to actively join the project.
The lack of transparency and the
needed flow of information on the part
of the Pakistan government regarding
the extent of Pakistan’s benefit in the
apparent win-win situation is ambiguous
and obscure. This ambiguity is giving rise
to various bleak speculations about the
outcome of the project with reference
to fulfillment of Pakistan’s interests.
For instance, one such speculation or
perhaps speculative rumour is that the
privileges and incentives that are being
offered to the Chinese investors are being
denied to Pakistani entrepreneurs. If this
is true, it could cause disequilibrium
between foreign and local investment
and would constrain the government’s
efforts to revive and boost the economy.
According to the report of a brokerage
house, to settle the $57b the Pakistani
government has to pay $90b to China.
If this is the case, the much-celebrated
CPEC might eventually prove to be a
consumption-oriented project rather than
an investment-conducive program.
The success of the project is not a
built-in automatic feature, but depends on
far-sighted policies and proper planning.
One of the many strengths of the project
is that the corridor is passing through all
provinces of Pakistan. The government
needs to take adequate care regarding
the proper utilization of this feature for
the integration of the people living in all
provinces by liquidating the provincial
discontent.
The writer is an Assistant Professor of
Economics at the Institute of Business
Management (IoBM) in Karachi.
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Tactics Against
Terrorists
The Operation Radd-ul-Fasaad is being conducted by Pakistan’s armed forces against
the terrorists and all effort are being made to eliminate them. The civilian government
seems to have no participation in all this and expects the armed forces and their related
branches to produce the desired results.
By Zehra Khawaja

O

peration Radd-ul-Fasaad that
was launched by the Pakistan
Army on February 22, 2017
across Pakistan was both timely and
very effectively planned. The operation
was aimed at eliminating the threat
of terrorism and strengthening the
achievements of operations made so
far. It was further aimed at ensuring
the security of Pakistan's borders. To
date, the operation is being actively
participated in, apart from the Army, by
the Pakistan Air Force, Pakistan Navy,
Pakistan Police, Rangers and other civil
armed forces.
Following a rise in terrorist attacks,
the armed forces of Pakistan had decided
to launch a new nationwide military
offensive, code-named Radd-ul-Fasaad
(suppressing mischief), with an aim
to eradicate leftovers of the terrorists.
The decision to start the operation was
taken at a high-level meeting chaired
by the Army Chief General Qamar
Javed Bajwa at the corps headquarters
in Lahore. The meeting was attended by
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the head of Punjab Rangers and officials
of intelligence agencies.
There is no denying the fact that the
Pakistan Army has always endeavoured
to protect the country from external
as well as internal threats, enabling
people to lead their lives in free and
safe surroundings, by safeguarding their
national identity and sovereignty as
well as guarding the cuntry’s territorial
integrity. Accordingly, in the fight against
terrorism, the Pakistan Army has been
the most proactive institution. Raddul
Fasaad is a continuation of the attempts
to deal with the menace of terrorism
across the country — a situation that
has, instead of being contained, seems
to have escalated.
According to Tasneem Noorani,
former federal secretary, “Raddul
Fasaad is the army’s polite way of saying
‘enough is enough’ when it comes to the
reluctance of the Punjab government to
act firmly in southern Punjab and the
PPP government to do so in the interior
of Sindh. In both provinces, the Rangers

(the implementation arm of the military)
have been denied a free hand. The
operation entails the conduct of Broad
Spectrum Security (Counter Terrorism)
operations by the Rangers in Punjab,
continuation of ongoing operations
across the country and focus on more
effective border security management.
Countrywide de-weaponisation and
explosive control were also given as
additional objectives of the operation.
The National Action Plan was pursued
as the hallmark of this operation.”
Significantly, the focus of the
countrywide offensive will, therefore,
be the Punjab, which many defence
analysts believe has generally been
ignored when it comes to fighting terrorist
groups due to political convenience
and other reasons. The fact that the
decision was taken during a meeting
in Lahore also suggests that Punjab
is central to the Operation Radd-ulFasaad. The stated objectives of Raddul
Fasaad are to ‘eliminate remaining
threat of terrorism, consolidate gains of

earlier operations and ensure security
of borders.’ It entails a broad-spectrum
counterterrorism operation, including
de-weaponisation, pursuance of the
National Action Plan (NAP) and more
effective border control, in that order.
It may be mentioned here that since
2002, when Ge. Pervez Musharraf first
started operations in Fata, the Armed
Forces have launched not less than
11 operations in Fata and Swat. While
earlier actions were for specific areas
like Al-Mizan in Waziristan in 2002,
Rah-i-Haq for Swat and Shangla in
2007, Sherdil for Bajaur in 2008, etc.,
Raddul Fasaad, the 12th operation,
is different in the way that it has been
planned and is for the whole country.
So far, the results of the operation have
been very encouraging and the armed
forces deserve commendation for that.
Former army chief Gen Raheel
Sharif, while addressing the Young
Soldiers Inter-Central Physical Agility
and Combat Efficiency System (PACES)
Championship, rightly said, “The
Pakistan Army is the most battlehardened army in the world and this is
primarily due to the highest standard
of physical fitness, professionalism and
motivation of officers and men who face
the challenges dauntlessly.”
Though there is no doubt about the
positive results of Radd-ul-Fasaad, some
analysts question \the sustainability of
the operation. They ask whether such
army operations are a sustainable
solution to the problem? According to
them, it’s more like a surgeon removing
a cancerous tumour and being satisfied
with his work, without having fixed the
patient’s collapsing immune system.
The operation buys the patient a little
time but, ultimately, he is doomed.
There is a general impression that
had the government implemented
the National Action Plan in letter
and spirit by devising specific action
plans for each of its attainable targets
and performing sincerely against the
terrorists, Radd-ul-Fasaad would not
have been required at all. The civilian
government unfortunately thinks that
fighting extremism is the task of the
armed forces and, as such, no effort
has so far been made to root out the
nuisance. The civilian government
considers that their task is only to tackle
those issues of the people that will win
them the next elections. For politicians,
irrespective of party, it as a win-win
approach for it not only protects them
from the enmity of the extremists but
also helps them to build their vote bank.
In short, they are not pushed about such
moves which help the country in the
long-term. What will happen 10 or 20
years down the road does not seem to

concern them.
All said and done, one can conclude
that military operations alone will never
solve the problem for ever; this will
always be a temporary arrangement
which may crop up after some time
unless police reforms and political
reforms are also undertaken and civilian
institutions are in the forefront of civilian
security. One of the major criticisms
against the civil and military authorities
is the lack of implementation of NAP,
particularly when it comes to dealing
with certain militant groups.
Since the civilian government,
despite the much publicized NAP,
again seems to be taking a back seat
on terrorism and it were the armed
forces that had to launch a countrywide
crackdown against terrorists and
extremists. The operation was that
initiated in the backdrop of the
latest wave of terrorism, envisages
involvement of all branches of the armed
forces,
paramilitary
organisations,
civilian law enforcement agencies and
intelligence agencies . As the operation
is being led by the armed forces, which
have a track record of delivering under
all circumstances, there are reasons
to believe that it would prove to be a
great success and lead to complete
eradication of terrorists and hard-core
criminals. But it is also important that
there should be no mercy against those
associated, in any way, with terrorism
and serious crimes, as both our religion
and the law of the land tolerates no
leniency for such elements.
While talking of leniency for
terrorists, here it is pertinent to mention
that the adoption of the Twenty-eighth
Amendment Bill giving a go-ahead
to the extension of military courts
for another span of two years to try
militants charged under terrorism will

further strengthen the cause of the
operation. Under the Bill, the tenure
of the military courts will be extended
for the next two years effective from
7th January, 2017. This is undoubtedly
a very welcome decision as Pakistan’s
future rests on defeating terrorism,
as without prosecuting those waging
war against the state, the country may
not move an inch forward Unless the
culprits are sentenced through military
courts, the Operation Radd-ul-Fasaad
will just be another name on the long
list of impressive titles that have been
used to threaten the terrorists.
According to the Twenty-eighth
Amendment Bill, the terrorists arrested
will be presented for remand within
twenty-four hours and a chargesheet
will be submitted. The accused will
have the right to hire private counsel.
The law of evidence will also be
applicable. The supporters of the Bill in
the National Assembly rightly argue that
military courts are working in a number
of democratic countries in the world
and the Bill has been passed because
extraordinary measures are needed to
address the menace of terrorism.
Though
Radd-ul-Fasaad
is
successfully achieving the desired
targets, it is primarily the duty of the
police and not the armed forces to drive
the terrorists away. It is high time that
some serious thinking were done about
the chief cause for the poor standards of
policing across the country. Is it because
of the lust for power and protocol of the
political class? The time has come to
revisit the service structure of the police.
The politicians have ruined the structure
of the police in the country and now it
is time that the police be depoliticised
to save democracy.

The writer is a free-lance journalist.
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The Military
Court
One way to curb terrorism is to try and punish the accused through military courts
though the practice is not looked upon with much favour during peacetime.
By S.G. Jilanee

T

he Army Act Amendment Bill
seeks to revive military courts for
another two years. This leads to
the suspicion that the military courts
are going to be for Pakistan what
Rangers have been for Karachi. It was
in September 2013 that the Rangers
were first deployed for 90 days to
control the burgeoning crime and
restore law and order. But the 90-day
period has continued to be renewed
after every expiry date and now there
seems to be no end in sight.
In the same way, military courts
were established under the 21st
Amendment, in January 2015 for a
period of two years, soon after terrorists
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killed 144 people, mostly children, at
the Army Public School in Peshawar.
But now, including the PPP, all parties
have given their blessings for another
two years to these courts.
There are 9 military courts across
Pakistan - three each in KP and Punjab,
two in Sindh and one in Balochistan.
Since February 2015, a total of 274
individuals have been convicted
in these courts. So far, the army has
sentenced 161 individuals to death,
12 of whom have been executed and
113 have been given jail terms (mostly
life sentences).
Pakistan has established regular
courts under the Code of Criminal

Procedure 1908 administering the
Pakistan Penal Code 1860 (and other
special laws). There is also a whole
range of special courts such as antinarcotics courts administering the
1997 anti-narcotics law, the antiterrorism courts administering the
1997 anti-terrorism law, accountability
courts administering the 2001 NAB
ordinance and, recently, the special
courts established under the Protection
of Pakistan Act 2014.
On the face of it, military courts
established under the 21st Amendment
were just another set of special courts
created to deal with a special set of
offenders, such as members of terrorist

groups “using the name of religion
or a sect.” But they were exceptional
because the 21st Amendment is
unprecedented insofar as it conceives
religion as a possible tool for
terrorism, whereas, all other criminal
laws hitherto enforced in Pakistan are
intended to give protection to different
religions.
Perhaps the shortcuts enabled swift
dispensation of justice in the case of
trial by military courts that appealed to
the elected government. For example,
all other courts dispensing criminal
justice and administered by civilians,
give the right of appeal to superior
judiciary, e.g., the High Courts or
the Supreme Court. But, the decision

of military courts, presided over by
military officials, can be appealed only
before the military authorities.
Moreover, military courts do not
have a fixed location. They may be held
anywhere. Trials are not public. Only
the ISPR reports about the proceedings
in its bulletins.
Military court judges are not
required to have a law degree or a legal
background. They are regular military
officers and very much a part of the
military chain of command. According
to Principle 10 of the United Nations’
Basic Principles on Independence of
the Judiciary, “persons selected for
judicial office shall be individuals of
integrity and ability with appropriate
training or qualifications in law. Any
method of judicial selection shall
safeguard against judicial appointments
for improper motives.”
One of the many cornerstones of a
fair trial is the provision of a detailed
written judgment at the conclusion of
the trial. Conventionally, judges have
a duty to explain the reasoning behind
their verdicts. However, in military
courts there is no certainty that such
a document would be made available.
Even the families of military court
convicts are not made privy to the
essential findings of the cases. No duly
reasoned, written judgment is issued
by the military courts.
The procedure is murky. There is
no way to know what may lead one
to a military court. In April 2015, for
example, Sabir Shah disappeared from
Lahore’s central jail. His family and
lawyers did not know where he had
gone. Five months later, the family was
informed via an ISPR press release,
that Sabir had been awarded a death
sentence by the military courts.
Sabir’s lawyer claims he is unaware
of the evidence that may have been

used to convict his client. Sabir was
originally indicted on murder charges.
The trial was underway at the civilian
courts when he was mysteriously
moved to a military internment
centre.
Under the extraordinary circumstances in the wake of the APS
attack, there was sufficient clarity on
the nature of the problem to justify this
constitutional deviation as a purely
temporary measure designed to exist
practically outside the Constitution.
Moreover, a constitutionally mandated extra-constitutional arrangement
cannot be tolerated other than by
way of exception. And an exception
repeated ceases to be an exception. It
becomes the rule.
Meanwhile,
the
International
Commission of Jurists (ICJ) — a
collection of 60 judges from around
the world — continues to keep a
critical eye on Pakistan’s justice
systems. In a strongly worded briefing
paper published by the ICJ in 2016,
it is claimed that “the government
and military authorities have failed
to make public information about
the time and place of their trials; the
specific charges and evidence against
the convicts; as well as the judgments
of military courts including the
essential findings, legal reasoning, and
evidence on which the convictions
were based.”
It goes on to state that “human
rights organisations, trial monitors,
journalists and even family members
of the accused persons tried by military
courts have been denied access to
military courts’ proceedings.”
By their very nature and promise,
military courts were supposed to
achieve whatever they could in two
years and there is no legal, moral
or aesthetic justification for simply
extending them for another two years.
Notably, the 21st amendment,
coupled with the amendments made
in the Pakistan Army Act 1952, have
placed Pakistan in the spotlight as the
only country in South Asia that allows
its military to take civilians to task
behind closed-door trials in peace
time.
Analysts are of the view that if
the shortcuts applicable in military
court trials were the real issue, the
government could equip the existing
criminal courts with the same shortcuts
instead of reviving military courts,
which further distorts the country’s
already disfigured image.

The writer is a senior political analyst
and former editor of Southasia.
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Riding High
Modi is riding high on his election promises and there is more of the same to
come from an electorate that rejects dynastic leadership and welcomes
popular and merit-based politics.
By Muhammad Ali Ehsan

T

he world is competitive and nasty
and to gain an edge, one has to
take a deep look at one’s interests
and safeguard and protect them at
all times. This is what the Modi-led
government of India’s BJP has done
since winning the general elections in
2014. The results are there for all to
see – the BJP is not only in control in
the Centre, it is also doing very well
in all the state elections. Whether in
civic polls in Odisha, Maharashtra,
Chandigarh or panchayat polls in
Gujarat, people have come out in
bulk to vote for the BJP and ensure
its electoral victory. And, if anything,
the latest victory of the BJP in Uttar
Pradesh, where it captured 312 out of
the 403 seats in the state assembly, is
nothing but emphatic. What then are
the reasons for the BJP to continue to
do well in almost all post-2014 polls?
Many political pundits in India are
crediting Modi for bringing in such
glorious and rewarding change of
fortune for the BJP. He is being termed
as the ‘biggest vote-getter.’ The Modiled electoral victory wave is being
termed by Indians as ‘TsuNaMo’. This
is a term that uses the initials of Prime
Minister, Narendra Modi. But is it
only Modi and his political charisma
or is this a carefully calibrated and
diligently implemented effort by the
BJP to spread its footprint across the
country?
At the heart of the current Indian
politics is the tussle between a party
that has adopted dynastic succession
(Congress) as against an alternative
- the creation of a leadership that is
domestically popular and merit-based
(BJP). The same political tussle is
evident in Pakistan between the two
popular dynastic parties - PML(N) and
PPP and PTI and MQM. The focus
of attention, besides other important
factors among the people of India
as much as the people of Pakistan,
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is meritocracy. This will be evident
as long as the political parties are
structured and organized to promote
that people willingly bind themselves
as the political audience that
subscribes to this healthy change and
vote in bulk in the hope of political
deliverables.
Modi and his BJP government give
this hope to the people of India. This
is a powerful state and its constitution
reflects that it is not just the state that
is important but also the human beings
– the people of the various states that
make India a federation. Ironically, the
government of India Act of 1935 was
an Indian call to federation (although

The Indian electorate continues to believe
more in the ability of the Modi-led BJP than
the Congress.
some princely states didn’t give their
consent). The constitution of India
‘bestowed on India a federal structure
with clear divisions of subjects
between the center and the states.’
There are 97 items under the Union
as against 66 items of the state and
47 items on the concurrent list where
both Union and state can make laws.
The states in India were created on
linguistic and cultural lines and it is
for this reason that for BJP to do well
in polls in states like Maharashtra,
Haryana and Assam where it always
played as second fiddle to the regional
parties, is a matter of great success
and political accomplishment. Being
popularly dubbed now as the panIndian party, the BJP is fast spreading
its roots in the eastern as well as
southern states. The coming elections
in the state of Karnataka may further
determine this and put a stamp of
approval on the growing popularity of
the BJP.
PM Modi won the 2014 elections
on the political slogans of revival of
the economy, ease of doing business
and fighting corruption. The way
forward has been uneasy and the
political road bumpy but the Indian
electorate continues to believe more
in the ability of the Modi-led BJP then
the Congress. The Aam Admi Party
or the other regional parties failed to
address their woes. To extract political
benefit, the BJP is likely to implement
its reform policies more intimately and
aggressively in the states that are now
directly under its control (Maharashtra,
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Gujarat,
Jharkhand,
Chhattisgarh,
Assam,
Haryana). Modi, even if he can’t get
certain reform bills passed through
the parliament, can get the state
assemblies to legislate them and get
the reforms going. Setting trends of
such reforms in BJP controlled states
would encourage other states to look
forward to these developments and
may force the electorate of these states
to fall in line so that they are not left
out of the growth race and become
recipients of the BJP extended reforms
– all possible if they vote in bulk for
the BJP.
PM Modi has already vouched

for a new form of “cooperative and
competitive federalism.” He believes
that if the states are pitted against each
other in a competitive spirit – the true
beneficiary will be the federation. The
flip side of the coin though is that there
exist (unlike the USA) huge disparities
between various states in India. For
example, how central schemes such
as ‘beti bachao’ would apply to an
enlightened state like Kerala. Tamil
Nadu also asks for fairness in budget
allocation and Himachal Pradesh has
requested Modi to ‘consider resource
allocation to the state on the lines
drawn by the planning commission.
There are also complaints that the
centre in Delhi arm-twists and exerts
command through the LG system,
thus sending very wrong governance
signals to the states. One author based
in New Delhi suggests that ‘inter-state
councils must be put to use more
often and the centre must empower
the states to deal with them as they
deem fit and that the centre-state
cooperation must be based on mutual
respect.’
The BJP so far should be pretty
much satisfied with the results of its
performance in many elections that
have been held since it came to power
in 2014. The results of these elections
clearly indicate that its political strategy
– with promises of good governance is working and helping it to spread its
footprint across the country and this can
only help the party to capture power
in more states. Modi and his party are
basking in their invincibility – 220
million voters of Uttar Pradesh have
endorsed Modi’s political message of
good governance and reform. The result
in Uttar Pradesh elections sends a loud
message to the political opponents of
the BJP – it will further reach out to the
people with renewed confidence to win
elections.
On a lighter note – the Hindunationalist BJP did not field a single
Muslim candidate in Uttar Pradesh (that
has a Muslim population of over 40
million). Given this, would calling Indian
society egalitarian be all right?

The author is a PhD in International
Relations.
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Saffron
Extremism

Yogi Adityanath, a die-hard propagator of the Hindutva philosophy, is now
the chief minister of UP – India’s largest state. His appointment has sent a wrong message
to the world because he openly professes anti-Muslim sentiments and
negates the basic tenets of secularism.
By K. A. Naqshbandi

B

y inducting the Hindutva priest,
Yogi Adityanath as the new chief
minister of Uttar Pradesh, Indian
Prime Minister Narendra Modi, in
the most shameless manner possible
has declared that India does not care
about Muslims or other minorities. In
fact he has very explicitly said that if
they have to live in the country, they
have to live under Hindu subjugation,
accepting their terms and conditions.
The message is obviously not of
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reconciliation
but
confrontation,
very much in violation of the 42nd
Amendment of the Constitution of
India enacted in 1976, according to
which the Preamble to the Constitution
asserted that India is a secular nation.
His unjust decision has been strongly
condemned by the international
media. The New York Times writes,
“The choice of Yogi Adityanath who has been repeatedly accused of
stirring anti-Muslim sentiments — to

lead Uttar Pradesh, came as a shock
to many political observers here,
who have become accustomed to the
carefully moderated public positions
of Prime Minister Narendra Modi,
in line with his projected image as a
pro-development leader and global
statesman.”
The BBC, while criticizing the
appointment of Yogi Adityanath said,
“India’s governing party has chosen a
controversial Hindu religious leader

known for anti-Muslim rhetoric as the
next chief minister of Uttar Pradesh,
the country’s most populous state.”
Al-Jazeera, commenting on the
controversial
appointment
said,
“Adityanath is a popular leader
known for his fiery Hindu rhetoric
who has stirred controversies over his
polarizing and inflammatory speeches
against Muslims – who form nearly 20
percent of the state’s population.”
Unmoved by the condemnation in
the international media, Modi wants
to win the second term and rule India
by resorting to communal riots - the
way he ruled Gujrat as Chief Minister.
According to a BBC report, “A senior
police officer's sworn statement to
India's Supreme Court alleges that
Gujarat Chief Minister Narendra Modi
deliberately allowed anti-Muslim
riots in the state. More than 1,000
people were killed in the violence in
2002. Sanjiv Bhatt says he attended a
meeting at which Mr Modi is alleged
to have said that the Hindus should be
allowed to vent their anger.”
By making a champion of a
Hindutva criminal the chief minister
of India’s largest state, the message
the BJP sends to the nation is very
loud and clear. They want to turn
a secular state into a Hindu state.
In a state with almost four crore
Muslims, where the BJP did not field
even a single candidate from the
minority community in the election,
the appointment of Yogi Adityanath
as the chief minister of UP provides
ample proof that the fate of Muslims
in India would be similar to the fate
of the Rohingya people in Burma.
It is an established fact that Modi is
known for his vociferous anti-Muslim
rhetoric.
If we analyze the appointment
of an anti-Pakistan chief minister in
the backdrop of change in the Indian
doctrine of ‘no first use’ policy,
this appointment has far-reaching
consequences. According to a report
there is increasing evidence that
India could launch a preemptive first
strike against Pakistan, if it feared
a nuclear attack was imminent,
abandoning its well-known ‘no-first
use’ policy, according to a leading
nuclear strategist. “There is increasing
evidence that India will not allow
Pakistan to go first,” Vipin Narang,
an Indian-origin nuclear strategist
from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), told a seminar in
Washington recently.
The appointment of Yogi Adityanath
- a militant Hindu figure known for his
extremist lectures against the Muslim

community, as well as other religious
minority communities - has definitely
threatened the very existence of
Muslims in India just before the UP
elections. He called for the installation
of Hindu statues in mosques across
India. Now, as the executive head of a
state with a large number of mosques,
he may try to issue more anti-Muslim
directives resulting in mass HinduMuslim riots in India. If that happens
this could be the worst in the history
of India.
A fairly large Hindu population
is also aware of such consequences
and they are pretty much disturbed
with the appointment of Nath for
they argue, ‘democracy has never
looked as vulnerable in independent
India as it looks today.’ The ideals and
values set by the founding fathers of
the country are being flouted openly.
They says that how will one justify
the appointment of Yogi Adityanath,
a staunch believer in Hinduism in a
secular country as the chief minister
of UP? They have reason to question
this appointment because, in 2005,
Adityanath led a 'purification drive'
which involved the conversion of
Christians to Hinduism. In one such
instance, 1,800 Christians were
reportedly converted to Hinduism in
the town of Etah in Uttar Pradesh. He
reportedly said, "I will not stop till I
turn UP and India into a Hindu Rashtra
(Hindu state).” Frankly speaking,
only a party with sheer contempt
for secularism and democracy can
elevate such a person to the status of
chief minister.
Those who comprehend Modi’s
politics fairly well know that his slogan
of development is just eyewash since
the actual program of the BJP and
its ideological supporters is to make
India a Hindu state, where secularism,
pluralism and liberalism are obnoxious
terms and anyone opposing Modi’s
grand plan is anti-national. But the
saner elements openly ask, “Can we,
Indians rest assured that the country
is in the hands of an enlightened
leadership who will strengthen the
idea of India? The answer is a big
no as Modi’s very name evokes fear
among non-Hindu communities.”
In fact, the choice of Nath as the
CM of UP speaks more about Modi’s
mind because, just a few days before
announcing him as the head of the
UP government, the BJP appointed
Tajinder Pal Singh Bagga as one of the
official spokespersons of the party. He
is a man who enjoys the reputation of
being a radical Hindu fundamentalist,
an abusive character of the right-

wing party who organizes disruption
and violence if someone talks about
liberal and secular values in India.
Modi’s hatred against the Muslims
has been proved beyond doubt and
the appointment of Nath is just the
beginning.
Adityanath’s
anti-Pakistan
statements are on record. On January
3, 2016, a day after the terrorist
attack on an Indian Air Force base
in Pathankot, allegedly by Pakistani
terrorists, Adityanath said, "The
Pathankot attack has once again
proved that Satan could change for
the better but Pakistan cannot." He
also praised US President Donald
Trump's decision to impose a ban on
citizens from seven (later 6) Muslimmajority countries entering the United
States and has called for India to adopt
similar policies to tackle terrorism.
After watching Modi for three years,
most independent thinkers term his
promise of development a blatant lie
and a pretense to mobilize the people.
No major economic reform has taken
place in India since 2014 despite
the government enjoying a brute
majority in parliament. Considering
Modi’s track record as India’s prime
minister since 2014, his elevation has
given legitimacy to all kinds of nasty
elements in Indian politics. It is no
longer a shame to be a mass murderer
in the name of religion. One does not
need to be coy about being divisive
and it is fashionable to abuse secular
and liberal sections of the population.
According to the liberal Indians, the
India that is evolving under Modi
is very different in character and
thought; it is an India where pluralism
is abhorred, where secularism is
discarded and where multiculturalism
is seen as a civilizational burden and
not an asset.
In a recent front-page story, the
Times of India called the selection
of the ‘saffron hardliner’ a 'defiant
assertion ‘of the party's Hindu
nationalist credentials. "By picking
him to govern India's largest state,
Modi and (BJP President Amit) Shah
have sent a clear message that they
will be neither bound by the norms of
'politics as usual' nor the requirements
of political correctness.” In short,
Modi of Gujarat has not changed
at all after becoming the executive
head of India. In fact, he remains the
same who allegedly presided over the
slaughter of hundreds of Muslims in
2002 when he was the chief minister
of Gujarat.

The writer is a free-lance journalist.
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Dangerous
Game Plan
The Afghan government is going through an internal political crisis.
President Ashraf Ghani is using this as an excuse for his inaction against
safe terrorist havens in eastern Afghanistan.
By Hafiz Inam

T

here is an obvious yet perilous
dichotomy between President
Ashraf Ghani’s domestic and
foreign policies. At home, the president
is overhauling his political alignment
by forging ties with his former rivals,
including Gulbadin Hikmatyar, while
he is turning his relations sour with
his existing political partners – a
step which is drawing dismay from
the latter. However on Afghanistan’s
eastern border, Ashraf Ghani is giving
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a deaf ear to the protests of Pakistan on
cross-border infiltration of terrorists
from Afghanistan into Pakistan. This
might undermine the joint efforts of
both countries to eliminate terrorism
from their soils. Political analysts fear
that this will damage every prospect
of thawing of bilateral relations with
Pakistan and also cost Afghanistan
dearly as Pakistan is key to its longterm peace.
The overall security situation in

Afghanistan is byzantine. No one
in the capital knows how long the
security apparatus would uphold
against the menacing insurgency.
Already hundreds of casualties have
been reported since the beginning
of 2017 as the country is witnessing
the unprecedented ‘Spring Attacks’
launched by the Taliban this year.
On January 10, a car exploded,
targeting a convoy of National
Directorate of Security vehicles in

Kabul, leaving 38 dead. The Taliban
claimed responsibility for the attack.
On January 21, Taliban operatives
attacked a police station in Kandahar,
killing 43 and leaving scores injured.
This was followed by a suicide attack
in Kabul on February 7 that left 22
dead.
The deadliest and the most
horrendous attack was carried out
by ISIS (Daesh) on March 8 when
its gunmen and suicide bombers
disguised as medical staff stormed
into the Sardar Daud Khan Military
Hospital in Kabul. The perpetrators
launched a killing spree with
automatic weapons, grenades and
knives, taking more than 100 lives,
including 3 generals who were
admitted to the hospital. President
Ashraf Ghani condemned the attack,
which he believed “trampled all
human values.” This barbarism shows
the scale of violence in the country
where even a barricaded military
hospital in the capital is within the
reach of terrorists.
Since Ashraf Ghani has assumed
the presidency in 2014, the fate of the
National Unity Government (NUG),
which was brokered by the former
U.S. Secretary of the State John Kerry,
has remained uncertain. Apparently,
the power-sharing formula, originally
designed by Kerry has not removed
the differences between both rivals:
Ashraf Ghani and Abdullah Abdullah.
The latter has not concealed his
strained relations with the president.
Last year, while attending a ceremonial
gathering at Sapidar Palace, Abdullah
said, “When someone has no patience
for discussions, he is not competent
to be a president.” Abdullah, as the
chief executive officer of Afghanistan,
complains that Ashraf Ghani does not
take him into confidence on domestic
and foreign policies and says the
power-sharing formula is lopsided in
Ghani’s favour.
Apparently, Abdullah is offended
by Ghani’s unaccommodating nature
and bureaucratic style of governance.
The rift in the equation surfaced
when President Ghani made fresh
appointments in the cabinet. He
appointed Ahmed Yousuf Nooristani
as head of the Election Commission
of Afghanistan and Nadir Nadiri
as chairman of the Public Service
Commission without seeking approval
of Abdullah Abdullah. Ghani has also
debilitated Abdullah’s bargaining
position by inking a deal with the
latter’s close ally, Atta Mohammad
Noor, a powerful governor of Balkh
province and chairman of the Jamiate-Islami executive council. After

The grievances of Abdullah also stem from
the inclusion of his archrival Gulbadin
Hikmatyar’s Hizb-e-Islami in the powersharing setup.
striking the deal with Ghani, Atta
chastised Abdullah on his failure of
not consolidating the Jamiat’s position
at the centre. Analysts believe losing
Atta’s support will accentuate the
Jamiat and Abdullah’s position in the
north of the country where Atta and
Dostum, a callous warlord and VicePresident of Afghanistan, exercise
more sway than Kabul.
The grievances of Abdullah
also stem from the inclusion of his
archrival
Gulbadin
Hikmatyar’s
Hizb-e-Islami into the power-sharing
setup. In October 2016, Ghani made
a controversial deal with Hizb-eIslami in a bid to lure other militants,
including the Taliban, to the dialogue
table. It is most likely that the Afghan
president has tried to kill two birds
with one stone through this move. On
the one hand, he has consolidated
his presidency with the support of a
strongman such as Hikmatyar and, on
the other, he has reduced the political
influence of Abdullah’s party Jamiate-Islami, which shares a bone of
contention with Hizb since the days
of the Afghan jihad, when both were
fighting against the Soviets. Both
Ahmad Shah Masood, slain leader of
the Jamiat and Hikmatyar fought with
each other over the control of Kabul
during the civil war that erupted after
the withdrawal of the Soviet Union
from Afghanistan.
The growing political differences
might widen the ethnic fault lines in
the power corridors in Kabul. Rashid
Dostam and Abdullah Abdullah,
who belong to ethnic minorities, are
hurling criticism against the Ghaniled government. When Ashraf Ghani
sanctioned the deal with Hizb-eIslami, it was seen as an effort to
fortify Pushtoon rule because both
Ashraf Ghani and Hikmatyar belong
to the Ghlizai Pushtoon tribe. This
was a setback to the unity government
which was dubbed as a PushtoonTajik alliance when marshaled by
John Kerry in 2014.
It is true that internal Afghan
politics have obliged Ashraf Ghani to
shuffle his political partners and he
has done it with a tinge of political
acumen. But his policy across the

eastern border of Afghanistan is a
sheer expression of lack of wisdom.
He is alienating Pakistan which
serves as home for millions of Afghan
refugees. The criminal oversight of the
Afghan government on the presence
of Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan and ISIS
militants in Kunar, Paktika, Nangarhar
and Khost on its eastern border is irking
Pakistan. It is beyond comprehension
what is stopping Kabul to taking firm
action against the criminals who are
incessantly orchestrating terrorism
in Pakistan and sabotaging bilateral
relations between both Afghanistan
and Pakistan.
The fresh wave of violence in
Pakistan has withered hopes that
Islamabad would revive friendly ties
with Kabul. Suicide bombing at the
Sufi shrine in Sehwan, Sindh, on
February 16 engulfed took innocent
lives. Islamabad believes the attack
was carried out by the Afghanistanbased Jamaatul Ahraar, a splinter
group of the TTP, which purportedly
enjoys the patronage of Indian and
Afghan intelligence agencies. The very
next day, Afghan embassy officials
were summoned to the General
Headquarters (GHQ) in Rawalpindi
and were given a list of 76 insurgents
hiding in Afghanistan. Pakistan sealed
the
Afghanistan-Pakistan
border
immediately after the attack and the
Pakistan Air Force conducted reprisal
airstrikes across the border on the
sanctuaries of terrorists in eastern
Afghanistan.
The Pakistan Army Chief, General
Qamar Bajwa said after the Sehwan
attack, “Such terrorist activities and
inaction against them are testing
our current policy of cross-border
restraint.”
This shows that the bilateral
relations between Afghanistan and
Pakistan are plagued with distrust and
apprehension. President Ashraf Ghani
who is grappling with an internal
political crisis must acknowledge the
need for taking confidence building
measures to improve the overall
security and economic relations of
the two neighbours.
The writer is a member of the staff.
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Change of
Heart

Survival for the Maldives in an increasingly competitive world is becoming
precarious. As a small Muslim nation, the archipalego is allowing
Saudi influence to impact its future direction.
By Huzaima Bukhari & Dr. Ikramul Haq
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Whoever chooses a person,
whoever it may be, and constantly
and steadfastly agrees with him
in speech and action, then he is
of: “those who have divided their
religion and become sects.”
— [Al-Quran 30:32]

develop hatred for other Muslims,
forbids you from benefitting from the
various scholars of this Ummah, and
does away with your impartiality in
discussing issues. Stick to the rope
of Allah and do not be divided.”
— Shaykh Omar Suleiman

“Attaching yourself obsessively to a
single group/school/scholar shackles
your mind, causes your heart to

Followers of the Islamic faith, one
of the world’s major religions, who
introduce themselves by the sect’s
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name despite clear injunctions of the
Holy Quran and sayings of the Prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon him) to
maintain unity and refrain from creating
sub-groups, are all referred to as the
Muslim Ummah by other nations. All
these sub-groups emerge from three
principal divisions: Sunni, Shia and
Kharijite with Sunni and Shia comprising
the main groups. Unfortunately, with
the exception of very basic tenets, none

of these sects are in harmony or see
eye to eye with each other on issues
pertaining to Islamic principles and
jurisprudence.
Politically too, Saudi Arabia,
considered as one of the richest
countries on earth, is a predominantly
Wahabi Sunni proponent. Its arch rivals
and again, an economically stable
country, is Iran which represents the Shia
division. Since both have money, they
play an influential role in the lives of
those living in other countries that have
sympathies with their beliefs. However,
it would be an understatement if Saudi
Arabia’s power is imagined as anything
but second to none. Undoubtedly,
many countries in the Muslim bloc
would be very glad to welcome Saudi
support in whatever form, in return for
acquiescence to its subtle demands of
adopting the Wahabi way.
The Maldives has traversed in
history from being Buddhist country to
converting to Islam in the 12th century
AD. Islam is now the country’s state
religion but the country also boasts
of a mixed population comprising
Buddhists, Christians and Hindus.
Until recently, religion was neither a
significant dominating force in state
politics nor were the people very
orthodox in practice, but with the
growing Saudi influence, the seeds of
Wahabism along with fundamentalist
inclinations have begun to be sown in
the social environment of the Maldives.
These have gradually sprouted, watered
by preachers enjoying monetary
backing from the Saudis, especially in
the aftermath of the devastating tsunami
of 2004. Consequently, the Maldivians
have moved from liberalism to a more
conservative, traditional and ritualistic
Islamic way within a short span of ten
years. The Saudi influence emerged,
according to both The Guardian and
the Financial Times, in the form of at
least 200 stalwarts joining either AlQaida or the Islamic State of Iraq &
Syria (ISIS), and have probably set
examples for future aspirants.
President Abdullah Yameen took
over the government in November
2013 and since then he has not
refrained from increasing ties with
Saudi Arabia. These were already
set in place by his Maumoon Abdul
Gayoom. Yameen’s key targets for
foreign policy include “protecting
the Islamic unity of the country and
promoting
Islamic
characteristics
internationally.”
Generous
funds,
both personal and official for building
mosques and health projects, are being
doled out to the Maldives in return for
strengthening religious unity in the
country. The government initiated its

President Abdullah Yameen took over the
government in November 2013 and since
then he has not refrained from increasing
ties with Saudi Arabia.
pledge to introduce Arabic lessons in
schools as part of a drive to “increase
Islamic learning in the country.” In
other words, the Maldivian government
appears totally overwhelmed by Saudi
overtures even if this means boosting
religious extremism, lack of tolerance
for other religions and, above all,
unconsciously pushing the country
towards a unique form of subjugation
where dictation by the superior is tacitly
accepted without compromising one’s
political sovereignty. Consequently,
there is a tendency to adopt all those
tenets which are the hallmarks of the
superior force.
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
professes an extremely conservative
and orthodox version of Islam which,
among other things, has no scope for
active participation of women alongside
men and does not provide healthy
entertainment in the form of recreation
for all as done by its neighbours like
the United Arab Emirates (UAE),
Oman, Qatar and Kuwait. Members of
the public who can afford it, travel to
either these countries or to distant lands
to derive some pleasurable moments
without the fear of the Mutawi, the
Islamic religious police.
The Maldives, with its moderate
climate, deep blue ocean, beautiful
sandy beaches and a highly hospitable
population that greets tourists with
open arms, has tremendous attraction
for those who want to just lose
themselves to fun and frolic. The fact
that Islam is the state religion is all
the more agreeable to Muslim visitors
for whom availability of halal food is
an important consideration to select
a tourist destination. No wonder, the
Saudi Arabian crown prince booked
three islands for a whole month in
early 2014, much to the annoyance of
foreign holidaymakers whose bookings
were cancelled because of this. With
the petro dollars that the Saudis are
blessed with and a destination which
is so easily accessible, it is hardly
surprising that they are showing such
keen interest in making their presence
felt in the Maldives.
While the Maldives may boast of
overwhelming tourist traffic, the fact
remains that it is faced with a fiscal

deficit averaging 14% of its gross
domestic product (GDP) which, by
itself, is quite alarming. With minimal
resources for generation of revenue,
the government is left with hardly any
choice to manage their finances other
than looking towards countries like
Saudi Arabia for the much-needed
support. Grant of soft loans by the Saudi
government, building of 10 mosques
by the Saudi crown prince and a 100
million dollars holiday resort by Best
Choice property company, are some of
the moves that have helped to create
very cordial relations between the
Maldives and Saudi Arabia. But what
if this closeness is at the expense of
creating a Sunni-Shia divide that could
be instrumental in leading to sectarian
clashes and disrupting the peace of this
otherwise serene country?
There is no denying the fact that
both Sunnis and Shias, wherever they
may be located around the world,
have very strong religious differences
and at the same time are immensely
protective with respect to their beliefs.
As long as they allow one another to
silently observe their respective faiths,
there is calm but the moment anyone
or any sect tries to exert in a way that
results in interference, hell can break
loose. In its fervour to appease Saudi
Arabia, the Maldivian government
could be putting its people on the
brink of disaster with its continued tilt
towards Wahabism.
In the event of radicalisation and
gradual drift of some youthful elements
towards ISIS, the government of the
Maldives needs to realize that it cannot
ignore the repercussions of its violent
extremism, playing politics with the aid
of such groups and political parties that
are overtly prone to radical Islamization.
It should also be remembered that the
Maldivian population of 373,992 with
a density of 1253 per square kilometre
spread over a total land area of 300
square kilometres, cannot be subjected
to either being torn apart or subjected to
the potential risk of sectarian clashes.
The writers, lawyers and partners in
HUZAIMA & IKRAM, are Adjunct
Faculty at the Lahore University of
Management Sciences (LUMS).
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Agents of
Change
Women in most countries around the world still face challenges of access to resources
and are not well integrated in cultural and intellectual activities, besides having very little
visibility in the corporate sector or in sports. They also face domestic violence, sexual
harassment at the workplace and a gender pay gap.
By Taj M Khattak

Z

eid Ra’ad Al Hussein, a former
Jordanian
diplomat
and
incumbent United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights,
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recently expressed his concern about
challenges faced by women in their
struggle for human rights in various
parts of the world. He cautioned that

progress made in this regard in the
last few decades is tenuous and could
reverse as women movements around
the world are facing a backlash that

Since women are generally weaker and continue to bear the
brunt of excesses in most societies, the UN has correctly defined
gender and women rights as the core function of its human
rights agenda.
could impair their cause. He further
observed that this resistance to women
struggle is often in response to efforts by
segments of society calling for a change
and, rather ominously, in the name of
tradition and religion.
It was a bold statement from the
High Commissioner on a sensitive
issue in an increasingly complex global
milieu even though he is mandated
by General Assembly resolutions to
promote and protect the enjoyment
and full realization, by all people, of all
rights established in the UN Charter and
International Human Rights instruments.
Since women are generally weaker and
continue to bear the brunt of excesses
in most societies, the UN has correctly
defined gender and women rights as
the core function of its human rights
agenda.
As a result of this focus, better identification of key priority issues related
to gender and women rights globally,
has been possible. Accordingly, themes
such as ‘Strengthening international
human rights mechanisms, integrating
human rights in development and
economic sphere, early warning and
protection of human rights in situations
of conflict, violence and insecurity,
enhancing equality and countering
discrimination, in particular its racial
off-shoot, discrimination on grounds
of sex, religion and against others on
fringes of society, combating impunity
and
strengthening
accountability
and rule of law, and widening the
democratic space for women across the
globe,’ have been included in the UN’s
agenda for 2014-2017.
Hussein’s warning is timely as his
declared agenda is under stress due to
renewed obsession in many countries to
restrict the role of women to their homes
and families. In developing societies,
especially in South Asia, their struggle
is encumbered by regressive practices
like child marriage and the curse of
marital rape and domestic violence.
There is also a disturbing pattern of
widespread sexual and gender-based
violence (SGBV) in conflict zones. It
was expected that the UN would make

some headway on Security Council
Resolution 1325, passed in 2000,
which acknowledges disproportionate
impact of armed conflict on women
and had called for a better gender
perspective on their treatment in war
zones. Unfortunately, they continue
to suffer in the Syrian conflict. The
Yugoslavian tragedy warranted greater
gender sensitivity and international
best practices for non-recurrence in the
substance of future conflicts because
injustice during war is painful and an
obstacle to reconciliation, but there is
disappointment on this score.
Bangladesh, where ironically, two
women politicians, Sheikh Haseena
Wajid and Begum Khalida Zia, have
held political power for more than 25
years, has failed to pull out its female
population from distress. This is sad
in the face of laws for protection of
women under broad and universal
principles of equality – such as no
gender-based discrimination, ensuring
participation of women in all spheres
of life, equal opportunities in education
and employment, equal status before
the law and equal protection in society
but their implementation is poor and
the force of religious fatwas has its
own dynamics. Bangladesh has the
highest prevalence of child marriage
in the world and women of all faiths Muslim, Hindu and Christian - routinely
face hardships or are trapped in abusive
marriages out of fear of destitution
as the country’s judicial services and
discriminatory family laws fail to come
to their rescue.
In Russia, female abuse seems to
run in its history as one Russian proverb
suggests – ‘If he beats you, it means he
loves you.’ The words carry a strong
Orthodox Christian message outlining
women obedience as key to a strong
and lasting family and a blessing that
can help to ‘avoid death of the soul’
of a family. To make matters worse, the
Russian parliament recently scrapped
prison sentences for ‘first time’ abusers
of domestic violence and placed
violence against family members at par
with ‘hooliganism and hate assaults.’

Downgrading the offence of family
violence and redefining it as assaults
‘which do not cause substantial harm,’
and carry fines only if beatings take place
more than once in a year, will worsen
treatment of women in a country where
violence under influence of alcohol is
already a serious problem. Strangely,
Russian authorities, in the same breath,
acknowledge that combating violence
in the family is a key to protecting
women and ensuring that they play a
more effective role in society.
The plight of women in Russia has
worsened after the collapse of the Soviet
Union as it has acquired a notorious
reputation for being a destination for
human trafficking of women for sexual
exploitation from regional countries
and beyond. In 2003, Russia was
identified as the source for 25% of 1,235
confirmed human trafficking cases in
Germany. The Russian government’s
lack of commitment to energize its
existing mechanism for protecting
women and further strengthen its legal
services towards this end has caused
deep concern in the UN.
In other parts of the world, like
in Argentina, where women have
been pushing the lines for their rights
for nearly a century, their status has
undergone a significant change in
attaining a relatively higher level of
gender equality. They have comparably
more access to the country’s resources
and opportunities and have even better
school enrollment ratios as compared
to males. They are well integrated in
the nation’s cultural and intellectual life
and their economic clout with respect
to men fares well. They have greater
visibility in the country’s corporate
sector as compared to other Latin
America countries although systemic
challenges like domestic violence,
timely prosecution of rape, prevalence
of sexual harassment at the workplace
and a persistent gender pay gap, remain
to be tackled effectively.
In Poland there is a conflict of a
fundamental nature between individual
rights versus family rights which is so
typical of a developed society. Women
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there are resisting an ultra-conservative
government that has embarked on what
is referred to as the ‘nuclear family’
agenda. A nuclear or conjugal family
consists of two married parents as
opposed to a single parent. After years
of liberalism in the Polish society, the
new hardline amendments in law would
include a total ban on abortion and other
curbs on gender and human rights. A
women’s right to abortion is high on the
list and the government intends to ban
it even in rape cases amidst speculation
that medical practitioners could face jail
terms if found in violation of the ban.
Polish women have vowed to regain
lost ground and this is seen by the UN
High Commissioner for Human Rights
in positive light – though he needs to
be careful to ascertain where the UN
agenda ends and sovereignty of nation
states begin.
In Saudi Arabia, the male
guardianship system remains intact
although the Saudi government has
pledged to abolish it in due course.
Under this system, policies and
practices forbid women from obtaining
a passport, have access to higher
education without approval of the male
guardian and not marry of their own
accord in line with Sharia dictates. The
only victory, certainly not a small one

though, is a directive to the Education
Ministry from the Shura Council, the
country’s highest consultative body, to
consider the possibility of introducing
physical education for girls in Saudi
public schools. If introduced, this
would end a longstanding ban on sports
for girls and a huge success for women
rights in an ultra-conservative society.
Today, there is a fundamental
moral case in the world for gender
equality and urgency for empowering
women to have equal access to health,
education, earning power and political
representation. Unless women are
integrated in this transformation, both as
beneficiaries and participants, the world
will risk running into higher inequality
and injustice. Talent and technology

are the tools which will determine how
the Fourth Industrial Revolution, now
staring us in the face, can be harnessed
to deliver sustainable economic growth
and innumerable benefits to the world’s
societies, of which the female population
constitutes one half. The world is far
from a Utopian environment where
women would have equal human rights
in their respective societies but it is a
goal well worth pursuing. Its attainment,
however, would be possible only if
women, on their part, also shed off the
cloak of victimhood and considered
themselves agents of change for a better
tomorrow.
The writer is a retired Vice Admiral of
the Pakistan Navy.
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The Lady
Falters

The leader of Myanmar may have won many prizes and impressed
the world with her struggle for democracy but the Rohingya Muslims continue to
suffer extreme atrocities and Suu Kyi is mum about it. In fact,
she is doing nothing to help them.
By S. M. Hali

V

oters in Myanmar gave Aung San
Suu Kyi and the National League
for Democracy an extraordinary
mandate in the November 2015 general
elections to deepen the democratic
transition, address longstanding ethnic
conflicts and achieve economic
prosperity. The big challenge now
is:
Can an opposition movement
successfully navigate the challenges
of governing, including building
a workable relationship with the
powerful military without tarnishing its
democratic credentials and also provide
some relief to the Rohingyas?
These are questions that require
delving deeper into Aung San Suu Kyi’s
background. The devil is in the details.
Commonly known as “The Lady” and
revered and respected for standing up to
prolonged incarceration by the military
junta, Suu Kyi is the youngest daughter
of Aung San, Father of modern-day
Myanmar — an architect of Burmese
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independence — founder of the
Myanmar Armed Forces. She was born
in Rangoon (modern Yangon), British
Burma. Her father was assassinated by
his political opponents when she was
only two, a fact she has cashed on to
acquire political mileage. Her mother
compromised with the military junta
and was posted as Burma’s ambassador
to India. After graduating from the
University of Delhi in 1964 and the
University of Oxford in 1968, Suu Kyi
worked at the United Nations for three
years. She married Michael Aris in 1972,
and gave birth to two children. She
returned to Burma in 1988 to attend to
her ailing mother but rose to prominence
in the1988 uprisings and became the
General Secretary of the newly formed
National League for Democracy (NLD).
In the 1990 elections, the NLD won 81%
of the seats in parliament, but the results
were nullified, as the military refused to
hand over power. She had, however,

already been detained and was under
house arrest before the elections. She
remained under arrest for almost 15 of
the 21 years from 1989 to 2010.
Her party boycotted the 2010
elections, resulting in a decisive victory
for the military-backed Union Solidarity
and Development Party. In the 2015
elections, her party won a landslide
victory, taking 86% of the seats in the
Assembly of the Union — well more
than the 67 percent supermajority
needed to ensure that its preferred
candidates were elected President and
Second Vice President in the presidential
electoral college. Although she was
prohibited from becoming the President
due to a clause in the constitution —
her late husband and her children are
foreign citizens — she assumed the
newly created role of State Counselor, a
role akin to a prime minister or a head
of government.
Aung San Suu Kyi has received

numerous
international
honours,
including the Rafto Prize, Sakharov
Prize, Nobel Peace Prize, Jawaharlal
Nehru Award, Order of Australia,
US Congressional Medal and the
Presidential Medal of Freedom. She is
an honorary citizen of many countries,
including Canada and was an honorary
member of Nelson Mandela’s Elders.
Despite her riding the crest of
popularity, Aung San Suu Kyi has been
censured by international human rights
activists for her silence on the plight of
Rohingya Muslims in Burma. Renowned
activist in the labour, socialist and
social movements (including antiwar,
Palestinian solidarity, civil, women’s,
immigrant, and disability rights) Mary
Scully, in her scathing op-ed ‘The
Legend of Aung San Suu Kyi’ points out
that “there has been a dramatic shift in
media coverage of Aung San Suu Kyi
since 2012, when she travelled to Oslo
to pick up her 1991 Nobel Peace Prize
as an icon of human rights of almost
mythic stature. In her acceptance
speech, she spoke of her Buddhist
commitment to non-violence, of
solidarity with those suffering injustice,
of the corrupting influence of fear in
standing against repression and the
power of human kindness. It was quite
a performance – so stirring, that as she
continued travelling in Europe and
the US to pick up other human rights
awards, few thought to ask her about
the genocidal violence against the
Rohingya Muslims going on at the same
time in Myanmar.”
News about the apartheid conditions
and squalid concentration camps in
Arakan for the Rohingya displaced
by the 2012 violence, brought in a
reality check and prompted analysts to
question why Suu Kyi, the paragon of
human rights, compassion and courage,
was mum about the persecution of the
Rohingya? When asked about it, Suu
Kyi would speak in evasive abstractions
about the “rule of law” to suggest lawless
rampaging among the Rohingya.
In an interview with the BBC's
Mishal Husain, Suu Kyi refused to
condemn violence against the Rohingya
and denied that Muslims in Myanmar
have been subjected to ethnic cleansing,
insisting that the tensions were due to a
"climate of fear" caused by "a worldwide
perception that global Muslim power is
very great."
According to Peter Popham, author
of the book ‘The Lady and the Generals:
Aung San Suu Kyi and Burma’s Struggle
for Freedom’, commenting in the
aftermath of the interview, she said she
expressed anger at being interviewed
by a Muslim. Husain had challenged
Suu Kyi that almost all of the impact
of violence was against the Rohingya,

in response to Suu Kyi's claim that
violence was happening on both sides.
Peter Popham described her position on
the issue as one of purposeful ambiguity
for political gain.
In 2016, Suu Kyi was accused
of failing to protect Myanmar's
Rohingya Muslims during the 201617 persecution. According to The
Independent of November 25, 2016,
state crime experts from Queen Mary

was a diplomat for the military junta,
then to the US for schooling and work,
to England where she married and had
two sons, to Bhutan where her husband
tutored the feudal rulers, and then back
to England.
Aung San Suu Kyi is a survivor
and some of the compromises she
has made may have been to ensure
her own survival. The military still
wields enormous influence within the

Muslims in Myanmar have been subjected to ethnic cleansing.
University of London warned that
Suu Kyi is "legitimizing genocide" in
Myanmar.
Critics of the ilk of Mary Scully have
been quite abrasive in their censure of
“The Lady.” After becoming Myanmar’s
de facto head of state in March 2016, Suu
Kyi’s conduct depicts that the military
was still running the country but with the
human rights and democratic veneer she
provided, especially through setting up
spurious investigative commissions like
the Kofi Annan whitewash commission.
Suu Kyi has exposed her true self by
fronting for the 2016 offensive against
the Rohingya which has caused nearly
70,000 to flee to Bangladesh with
gruesome reports of soldiers torching
homes, extrajudicial executions, mass
rapes and torture, forced disappearance
and mass incarceration. Incredulity
about her silence has finally turned to
a chorus of accusations of collusion
with the military. Suu Kyi’s popularity
appears to be waning.
Political watchers are seeking a
rationale for Suu Kyi’s denial of the
extreme genocide which has been
condemned by Pope Francis, the Dalai
Lama and seven Nobel Peace Laureates,
the UN, EU, human rights organizations
and prestigious university researchers.
There have been callous observations
that her prestige has mostly been built
on fabrications, family lineage and
knowing the right people. She had been
out of the country for schooling and work
since the age of 15 in 1960, first living
in India with her widowed mother who

government. Under the constitution,
25 percent of the seats in parliament
are reserved for the military, which has
special emergency powers written into
the constitution that give it the right to
take control of the country for vague
and unspecified reasons of “national
security” and “national unity.”
Now that she is in a position of
relative political strength, she may
be able to relieve her conscience by
aiding and abetting the downtrodden.
It may take time and while human
rights activists may see her losing the
opportunity of bringing the Rohingya
out of their misery but hopefully she
is consolidating her own position only
to help others. Meanwhile she is losing
her credibility as a true democrat. She
heads Myanmar’s first democratically
elected government since 1962. She
won that election through a loathsome
compromise with the military junta
and by supporting their neoliberal
policies bringing in foreign investment
and mining projects at the expense of
farmers and rural workers. Some of those
farmers and villagers were way ahead of
the rest of the world in understanding
her betrayals when they booed her out
of town for saying the expropriations
of their lands and destruction of the
environment were "for the greater
good."

The writer is a practising journalist.
He contributes to the print media,
conducts a TV show and produces
documentaries.
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Children of a
Lesser God
Children are dying at a shocking rate in Tharparkar District. An in-depth study of the
issue reveals manifold underlying problems plaguing the area.
By Hafiz Inam

L

ocated in the south-east of Sindh in
Pakistan, Tharparkar is one of the
29 districts of the province and is
spread over 19,638 square kilometres.
Its people live in a miserable state as
the region is one of the poorest in the
country and is exposed to a multitude
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of problems like saline drinking water,
scarcity of food, recurring famine
and lack of basic health facilities. The
chronic problems which have brought
about extreme poverty and rampant
health-related complications are risking
the lives of 1.5 million people of Thar

Desert. Men, women and children are
all falling prey to natural and manmade adversities. Obviously, children
being the most vulnerable, are at more
risk and the incidence of their deaths
is increasing at an alarming rate due to
the criminal negligence of government

authorities.
In May 2016, a meeting was held at
the office of the National Commission
for Human Rights in Islamabad. The
National Assembly Standing Committee
on Human Rights was told that 828
children had died since 2013 in the
Thar district. Fazila Aliani, a member
of the NCHR from Balochistan, lashed
out at the concerned authorities and
held responsible corruption and lack of
political will for the perpetual agony of
the residents. Local and international
media claim that more than 2250
children had died in the district by
January 2017. Although the official
data does not correspond with the
actual toll, yet it proves that the dying
children of Thar district are a bitter
reality and not a concocted story to
blemish the provincial government as
claimed by the Pakistan People’s Party.
An in-depth study of the issue reveals
more underlying problems.
Prem Chandra in Thar has lost
four children who died within ten days
of their birth. He sold everything in
desperation: his wife’s jewellery, his
shop, his business and his motorcycle
but nothing could save the children. He
is not the only father whose children
died prematurely as the infant mortality
rate in the district is shockingly high.
In the last six years, approximately 250
children have died each year due to a
variety of reasons.
One reason is the poor health
conditions of Thari women as the ageold tradition of early marriages still
exists in the region. As soon as a girl
reaches puberty, she is forced to tie the
knot and there is no consideration of
the state of her physical and mental
health. Parents take pride in marrying
their daughters early so that they can
bear more children. Data from the
Pakistan Bureau of Statistics reveals
that the average household size in the
district is six which is alarming, in view
of the frail health conditions of mothers
who conceive in teenage. According to
local medical sources, early marriages
and teenage pregnancies are the prime
reasons for children dying.
The life of Thari women is miserable.
They work laboriously day and night.
Even when they are pregnant, they
wake up before dawn, do household
chores, look after children, prepare
food and fetch water, which sometimes
requires walking up to 8 kilometers.
Thari women are undernourished. Their
diet is simple and does not provide
essential nutrients to the body. It only
comprises tea, dry vegetables and
bread. Hence, their children are often
born malnourished. Dr Najma Khoso,
a gynaecologist at the Nagarparkar

Hospital says, “Malnutrition is a major
factor in the deteriorating health of Thari
females.” By the age of 20, most of the
girls already have 4 to 5 children which
not only endangers the health of both
the mother and child but also exposes
them to many infectious diseases. A
UN-funded survey found that 90% of
Thari women were underweight with
a mean weight of 44.2kg. The literacy
rate among girls is merely 6.9%, which
is appalling.
The medical facilities provided in
the area are pathetic, insufficient and
callous. There is only one civil hospital
of 25 beds for the whole district in Mithi
which caters to the needs of 1.5 million
people. For the entire population, there
are only 22 specialists in the district. Out
of them, six are paediatricians, one is an
ophthalmologist, two are anaesthetists,
one is a cardiologist, five are chest
specialists, five are gynaecologists and
one is a pathologist. Lack of human
resource is a big hindrance to delivering
services. Out of 55 vacancies for women
medical officers, only 16 are filled. Out
of 88 vacancies for lady health visitors,
only 25 are filled. The same goes for the
positions of lady health supervisors and
lady health workers as vacant positions
exceed the filled ones. The medical
staff is unpaid and overworked while
mobile units are impaired and cannot
reach far-flung areas. The people’s
complaint about the mistreatment they
receive in government hospitals is also
justified.
Food insecurity is another challenge
the dwellers of the desert face every
day. With low rainfall, the seasonal
crops do not meet the requisite food
demand. Almost 93% of households
survive mainly on selling livestock and
seasonal harvesting which is dependent
on the monsoons. A survey conducted
by HANDS Pakistan, an NGO, paints a

grim picture of food insecurity in Thar.
Almost 76% of households have no
food stock while only 1% households
have stock for more than a month.
Thar has also witnessed many
famines over the past decades. There
has not been sufficient rain since
2011 in the area which is adversely
affecting its main source of livelihood
i.e. agriculture and livestock. “Owing
to 11 droughts during the past 30 years,
70% of Thar’s population is without
clean drinking water,” says Dr. Sono
Khangarani, a development professional
who has been working in the area for
20 years. The dearth of rainfall has also
hampered raising and feeding livestock
which is the main source of income of
the population. About 45% of Karachi’s
livestock is supplied from Thar district
which is an important economic activity
for the inhabitants. A reduced rainfall
implies less or no business activity and
increases the chances of vulnerability
to diseases.
The plight of Thar is a tale of neglect
and mismanagement. The provincial
government has failed to ameliorate
the deteriorating situation. Thousands
of children have died but no concrete
measures have been taken to avoid
further damage. Now, it is imperative
to allocate more funds for upgrading
the medical facilities in Tharparkar.
Employment opportunities need to
be created so that people can earn
their bread and butter easily. New
technologies must be employed to
reduce the effects of the recurring
drought. To counter early marriages
and teenage pregnancies, the literacy
rate among girls needs to be increased.
Only through sound planning and
effective supervision can lives of mother
and children be saved.
The writer is a member of the staff.
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Death of
Print

It is the printed word versus television and social media. A lot depends on people
of which age group are depending on which medium to get their news and other
information. India is one country where the printed word held sway until not very
recently but the new media are now changing the equation.
By Ulfat Hasan

T

he print media is definitely passing
through a tough rather rough time
as their readerships are gradually
declining. With the rapid rise of social
media sites such as Twitter, Facebook,
and Instagram, many people, specially
millennials, claim that they are entering
a new age in which news must be
delivered in 140 characters or even
less so that they can read it on their
smart phones. Therefore, in this new
age of technology, print media aren’t
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sure of how best to respond to many of
the challenges they face today to keep
readers’ interest alive in newspapers.
It may be mentioned here that at the
2010 International Newsroom Summit
in London, Arthur Sulzberger, Jr. The
New York Times editor said, “We will
stop printing the New York Times
sometime in the future, date TBD.” This
admission by the editor of one of the
leading newspapers in the world was
only a small part of the widely held

debate in the news media industry on
the “death of print.”
Naturally, India is no exception
but in that country, print media is
not dying, it is gradually switching
over to online editions. It may be a
bit too surprising for readers outside
South Asia that the largest Englishlanguage newspaper by circulation is
not from the UK or the US; it is The
Times of India with 3 million normal
print editions. Not only is it growing,

it is thriving. The Federation of Indian
Chambers of Commerce & Industry
(FICCI) is of the view that the value
of the Indian newspaper industry has
grown by two-thirds in the past six years
and the total worth of the industry has
risen to $4.37 billion. Currently more
than 82,000 newspapers (including
regional language newspapers) have
a total circulation of 110 million daily
copies. But the real number of readers
is much higher as one copy is generally
shared by several people both at home
and in cafes. Growth in the Indian
newspaper industry is driven by the
country’s rapidly expanding educated
middle class. India's literacy rate is
74.04 percent and Kerala is the most
literate state in India with 93.91percent
literacy rate.
An online study recently conducted
in India reveals that 90 per cent of
online news subscribers are still reading
printed newspapers and, as such,
online editions have not drastically
affected
newspaper
circulation.
However, there is no denying the fact
that newspapers have started losing
young readers which is of course a
matter of concern for the owners of
the print media for they believe that if
this persists, with the passage of time,
newspapers may start disappearing
from stalls. According to the study, 18
percent in 15-20 age group, 12 percent
in the20-30 age group and 8 percent
in the 30-40 age group have switched
to online editions. On the other hand,
the older generation above 50 years
read both the media equally, while 3
percent readers in the 40-50 age group
have reduced use of print newspaper.
Gender-wise, young male readers have
reduced interest in print media more
than women readers. It is now 21
percent male and 14 percent female
readers.
At a time when newspapers across
the globe are dying, India’s $4.48 billion
print media industry is set to grow by
8 per cent annually for the next three
years. The growth driver, though, isn’t
English language dailies. It is regional
media. Vernacular or local language
print media is expected to grow at 1012 percent in fiscal 2017, according to
a report by India Ratings and Research,
a credit ratings agency and a unit of
Fitch Ratings. This growth rate will be
higher than that of the English language
print media, it says, without specifying
exact numbers. Vernacular newspapers
and magazines will “overshadow the
English print media, which is likely to
continue facing headwinds from the
growing acceptance of digital media
content,” the report says. Only 10
percent of the 1.2 billion Indians speak

English. That leaves an overwhelming
majority to rely on regional media.
So there is still a huge untapped
market. Additionally, literacy rates in
the country’s villages are showing an
upward trend. The figure for rural areas
jumped from about 45 percent in 1991
to 69 percent in 2011, according to the
latest census of India.
Newspaper reading is a habit.
Though the growing use of television
and internet facilities have also resulted
in the decline of the print media, the
importance of print media has not
diminished completely because old
habits die hard. As such the fact remains
that the print media still holds its own
position in India and is currently not
threatened by the onslaught of news
channels. But then if the print media is
to survive challenges from the electronic
media and retain its importance as
the medium of solid information, it
has to look inwards and do a serious
introspection. According to a report,
the World Editors Forum says that all
newspapers must innovate, integrate or
perish. Greater stress has to be given
to op-ed pages, thought-provoking
articles and powerful editorials. Some
fear that while newspapers may survive
the competition from television, the
challenge from the digital media will
be much more thorny. The report
indicates that most communication of
news will be through the digital media.
Therefore, the challenges ahead call
for new thinking as the newspapers
today face two-pronged challenges:
how to adapt to and monetize digital
distribution and advertising revenue;
and how to meet the fourth estate’s
obligation.
In over two hundred years of its
existence in India, the news media
has survived many challenges - from
radio, television and online - as
also occasional setbacks due to the

shortage of essential inputs like paper
and import restrictions, etc. It has done
this essentially by staying in step with
the spin of technology --- seeing it not
as an impediment but an impetus to
growth. Today, as we all know, the media
industry like any other industry is facing
recession. The price of newspapers
is still high, making it difficult for an
average income person to buy them.
Such people, therefore, prefer to read
newspapers in their office. On the
other hand, with the rise of electronic
media, the advertising revenue of print
media is dropping fairly sharply.
Though vibrant and robust print
media is still a critical part of a
functioning democracy in India,
many commentators and analysts
confidently declare that the age of the
printed newspaper is over. Industrywide developments, including falling
advertising revenues and fragmented
audiences that are increasingly shifting
online, are signaling the end of the
newspaper industry. The debate on
current issues, talk shows, live coverage
of events and breaking news on TV
channels has definitely resulted in
gradual decline of the print media.
But there is still a fairly large
population in India, especially over 60,
who believe that reading newspapers
every morning with a cup of tea allows
them to think carefully and keeps them
patient and hence consolidate their
overall understanding of a topic or
subject. On the other hand, television
presents everything in an instant and
moves on to the next topic without
leaving room for them to think and
analyze. In short, they believe that
newspaper-reading is a morning ritual
that they love because it blocks their
time and leaves them alone with their
time.

The writer is a freelance journalist.
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The Red
Panda
The red panda population is decreasing in Nepal. Reasons: unrestrained
poaching, lack of public awareness and deforestation.
By Faizan Usmani

T

he red panda, or Ailurus Fulgens,
is a mammal found in the eastern
Himalayan region, covering
Central Nepal, east of Myanmar, Tibet,
Bhutan, North Bengal, North-East
India and South-Western China. It is
also known as the red bear-cat, firefox and fire-coloured cat, because of
its reddish-brown fur.
Being quite small in size compared
to the giant panda, the red panda is
also referred to as the lesser panda. It
is a bit larger in size compared to a
domestic cat, has shorter front legs and
a considerably long tail. Despite lots
of dissimilar biological characteristics,
the tiny mammal entirely relies on
a diet of bamboo similar to that of a
giant panda, to meet its nutritional and
dietary needs.
“Although the red panda is
classified as a carnivore, it has adapted
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to an almost completely herbivorous
diet. In order to survive, the red
panda relies on young tender bamboo
shoots and leaves; a viable red panda
population, therefore, is an indicator
of a healthy forest,” says Kamal Thapa,
senior research officer, WWF Nepal.
Another factor the red panda shares
with the giant ones is the natural
habitat as both are native to the high
bamboo forests of Asia, according to
the Smithsonian’s National Zoo and
Conservation Biology Institute.
It is also believed that the red panda
is the real panda, says Darren Danish,
a UK-based vertebrate palaeontologist
and science writer. He believes the
giant panda was made known to
science nearly a half century later than
was the Red panda, and that’s why it is
called the giant panda.
There is always the old question:

“What came first, the chicken or the
egg?” The matter of concern lies in the
fact that the red panda is on the verge
of extinction and is listed by the World
Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) and the
International Union for Conservation
of Nature (IUCN) as one of the rare
and endangered species on earth.
As per the latest statistics, the
red panda population has dropped
to 10,000 only owing to an everincreasing rate of deforestation
throughout the South and Southeast
Asian region. In addition, over 70 red
panda hides have been seized from
poachers and smugglers in Nepal in
the last four years.
According to the South Asia Wildlife
Enforcement
Network
(SAWEN),
an intergovernmental wildlife law
enforcement support body of South
Asian countries, the Red panda, called

‘habre’ in Nepali, is as an endangered
animal in Nepal and trade and
smuggling of its hides and body parts
is illegal. In Nepal, this is also a crime
in accordance with provisions set forth
by the Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora (CITES).
“The act has a clear provision
of complete protection of protected
wildlife, including red panda under
its Section 10. As per section 26 (2) of
the Act, any person who kills or tries
to kill red panda may be fined up to
Rs 40,000-75,000 or jailed for 1-10
years, or both,” according to SAWEN.
As per the statistics shared by
SAWEN, the Metropolitan Police
Office Crime Division of Nepal and
the District Forest Office of Kathmandu
arrested as many as 180 poachers
and wildlife criminals and seized a
massive quantity of red panda skins
in the last four years. Police officials
believe the poaching of the red panda
has been increased in the valley and
the possession, sale and smuggling of
their skins is continually on the rise.
According to police sources as
quoted by the Himalayan Times, a
Nepalese daily, more than 40 red
panda hides were confiscated from
2014 to 2016. Usually, red panda
hides and body parts are smuggled to
Myanmar and China and sold for USD
3000 to USD 9,000 on an average.
The rising incidences of illegal
poaching and selling of red panda
hides in the global black market are
a testimony to the increasing threat to
the endangered species, says the South
Asia Wildlife Enforcement Network
(SAWEN).
As defined by the National Parks
and Wildlife Conservation Act, 1973,
the District Forest Office (DFO)
of Nepal happens to be the only
authorised agency in the country
to prosecute wildlife poachers and
smugglers. Therefore, any suspect
arrested in connection with wildlife
crimes is handed over to the DFO for
further investigation and probe.
According to Nepal’s Department
of National Parks and Wildlife
Conservation (DNPWC), Nepal is
home to some 300 red pandas, wherein
nearly two per cent of its total global
population lives in the Kathmandu
Valley alone.
According to the Smithsonian’s
National Zoo and Conservation Biology
Institute, there may be less than 2,500
adult red pandas currently living in
the wild. In Nepal, the wild animal
lives at altitudes of between 2,200 and
4,800 meters and is found in Dolakha,
Shankhuwasabha, Khotang, Taplejung,

Ramechhap, Solukhumbhu, Panchthar,
Ilam, Rasuwa and Sindhupalchowk
districts, according to a survey carried
out by the Red Panda Network,
Nepal.
In Nepal, the Langtang National
Park (LNP) has around 25 per cent of the
country’s total red panda population,
while the animal’s presence has been
confirmed in eight Protected Areas,
covering more than 37 per cent of the
total potential red panda habitat in the
country, says the WWF. However, cases
of poaching and seizures of protected
and vulnerable species are quite high
in the country, compared to the rest of
the world as the endangered animal is
found in large numbers here.
Dr. Shant Raj Jnawali, who is a
biodiversity coordinator for the Hariyo
Ban Programme at WWF Nepal, says,
“The IUCN lists the red panda as an
endangered species on its Red List of
Threatened Species; it is also one of
the focal species of the Hariyo Ban
Programme.”
An initiative of the WWF Nepal, the
Hariyo Ban Programme (HBP) is one
of the efforts taken to protect the rare
species. It supports the establishment
of a community-based monitoring
system and works to gradually
enhance capacity building of the local
communities to help them monitor
and record red panda populations.
On a trial basis, the initiative was
first taken in Ghyangphedi, Dhwache
and Polangpati districts and is now
being extended to more areas located
near the red panda habitat, says Richa
Bhattarai, who is a communications
associate associated with the Hariyo
Ban Programme (HBP).
“Local
people
have a considerable
amount of conservation
knowledge, but this
needs to be tapped to
complement
existing
scientific
knowledge.
Making use of local
knowledge in this way
will help communities to really
get involved in conservation
efforts,” says Kamal Thapa, one of
the trainers of the HBP, an initiative
of the WWF Nepal.
The government of Nepal has
formulated a long-term Red Panda
Conservation
Action
Plan
that
aims to scientifically manage the
natural habitat and update scientific
information on red panda ecology and
conservation in LNP. Overall, the plan
endeavours to develop partnerships,
promote awareness and formulate
a legal framework and favourable
policies for red panda conservation in

the country.
Supported by the WWF, the
Nepalese government’s Red Panda
Conservation
Action
Plan
has
endorsed the first requirement that
is “to determine the population and
habitat of the red pandas through
extensive research,” writes Richa
Bhattarai, quoting Kamal Thapa.
According to Bhattarai, the replication
of such community-based initiatives
in the remaining areas of the country
is crucial for the conservation of red
panda in the Himalayas.
“Once local people understand
the need for conservation and acquire
the skills needed to make it happen,
conservation efforts for species such
as the red panda become dramatically
more effective,” says Gautam Poudyal,
who is associated with the WWF
Nepal as a field project officer at the
Langtang National Park (LNP) and
Buffer Zone Support Project (BZSP).
In spite of the fact that various
conservation programmes are in place
in Nepal, there is a need to increase
public awareness, regulate poaching
activities and save bamboo forests
from further destruction.
“Threats to the red panda and other
such species can be only reduced if
local communities are the owners
and guardians of local conservation
efforts,” says Dr. Shant Raj Jnawali of
WWF Nepal.
The writer is a member of the staff.
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Bone of
Contention
Medical teaching is in turmoil in Sri Lanka. It has become a victim of vested interests that
are playing havoc with the future of medical students and the nation’s health.
By Farhia Jabbar

T

here is a shortage of doctors in
Sri Lanka and instead of filling
the gap, there are institutions
that are taking advantage of it. There
is a war going on in the medical
profession. Who has a vested
interest is the question. Is it the
government bodies or the private
institutions? It’s a social problem
that needs to be immediately
addressed and sorted out or else the
lack of medical professionals will
only become more prominent.
The South Asian Institute of
Technology and Medicine (SAITM)
is the only private university in Sri
Lanka that has the licence to award
medical degrees. Today, it is in the
highlight. The Government Medical
Officers' Association (GMOA),
along with trade unions, claims
that the government should close
the private medical colleges. The
GMOA is a part of the government’s
free programmes and some nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)
and perceives SAITM’s private
medical degrees as a threat to free
education.
The trade unions argue that
SAITM is the only institution
globally that started without having
a teaching faculty which is a
wrong claim. The joint opposition
parliament is also supporting the
claim that SAITM is a threat to
free education and should not be
allowed to award degrees. But
what is questionable about the joint
opposition’s claim is that when the
60
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private institute was set up, it was
done so under the rule of the party
previously in power. The SAITM was
given its degree-awarding status in
2013. In October 2015, there were
protests by students who took to the
streets against the private institutes
and it was the joint opposition which
asked the police to intervene and
scatter the mobs. In the event several
student protestors were also injured.
The president of the Sri Lanka
Medical Council (SLMC) previously
claimed that SAITM students should
not be registered as the graduates
did not have exposure to forensic
medicine and therefore technically
their medical training was not
complete. To counter this claim,
a student from SAITM filed a case
at the Appellate Court and the
Health Ministry agreed that it would
facilitate the medical training of the
students of SAITM at Avissawella
Base Hospital and Kaduwela MOH.
Another graduate from SAITM filed a

When a medical institute is geared
towards profit-making instead of
the welfare of the state, then the
problem needs to be addressed.
petition when the Sri Lanka Medical
Council did not register the graduates
of SAITM. The court permitted
provisional registration of the SAITM
medical graduates and asked the
SLMC to grant provisional registration
to the graduating students of SAITM.
This was opposed by SLMC despite
the judgment passed.
The SLMC instigated the students
studying in free medical universities
and they resorted to protests against
the judgment. The protests are now
becoming more violent and are
at a very alarming stage. To settle
the situation, deans from eight
universities came together to propose
a plausible solution for the situation.
They stressed that standards should
be established and maintained for
medical education in the country.
They also proposed a process that
should be followed so that these
standards would be maintained.
The problem in Sri Lanka is a
dearth of doctors as there is only
one doctor for every 1811 people.
With such a scarcity, only 14.34%
of eligible candidates can enter the
university as there is a lack of good
medical institutions. However, this
does not mean that those institutions
that do not meet the criteria of
medical
education
should
be
allowed to award degrees. SAITM
graduates’ degrees are considered as
a conspiracy by some. The Medical
Faculty Students’ Action Committee
is of the opinion that the judgment
was influenced and SAITM doesn’t
deserve provisional registration as
they claim that the degrees issued by
the institute are fake. Adding to this,
they have branded SAITM as a moneymaking institute and the perception
is that when a medical institute starts
doing that, then obviously it is a
threat to society. When a medical
institute is geared towards profitmaking instead of the welfare of
the state, then the problem needs to
be addressed seriously. This could
offset a trend in the higher education

segment in the private sector and
other professional institutes could
also start following this. Their stance
is that this trend should be stopped
immediately or else it would spread
uncontrollably.
To counter this, there are other
opinions which suggest that SLMC
has lost its credibility when it was
influenced by the Trade Union
Government
Medical
Officers
Association (TU GMOA) going
against the Medical Ordinance which
is expected to develop the medical
profession. The SLMC conspired
against the SAITM using an outdated
two-year old report by the inspection
team. It also distorted facts in the
report, twisted it and removed the
recommendations before presenting
it in the court. The action has
spread chaos among the medical
students and is misleading them. This
has instigated street protests. The
violence has only aggravated over
time and has caused a lot of harm
and unrest. Students who should be
studying are the innocent victims as
they are misdirected by these bodies
against institutes that are doing good
for the country.
The concerned authorities should
handle the matter very cautiously as it
is a matter of the medical practitioners
and the future generations of medical
students. When their degrees are at
stake, then prospective students
would be hesitant about joining
the medical profession. This would
increase the problem of scarcity
of doctors in Sri Lanka and would
not let quality institutes like SAITM
flourish. There are riots and medical
students are being deluded for the
vested interests of certain bodies. The
SAITM has maintained its standards
and has exceptional educational
quality. Maligning its reputation will
only harm the country in the long
run and will also be a de-motivating
factor for the nation.
The writer is a member of the staff.
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